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The Geological Survey is making a geologic 
map of the United States, which necessitates the 
preparation of a topographic base map. The 
two "are being issued together in the form of an 
atlas, the parts of which are called folios. Each 
folio consists of a topographic base map and 
geologic maps of a small area of country, together 
with explanatory and descriptive texts. 

THE TOPOGRAPHIC MAP. 

The features represented on the topographic 
map are of three di,tinct kinds: (1) inequalitie, 
of surface, called relief, as plains, plateaus, valleys, 
hills, and mountains; (2) distribution of water, 
called dJrailnage, as streams, lakes, and swamps; 
(3) the works of man, called oulture, as roads, 
railroads, boundaries, villages, and cities. 

Relief.-All elevations are measured from mean 
sea-level. The heights of many points are accu
rately determined, and those which are most 
important are stated on the map by numbers. 
It is desirable to show also the elevation of any 
part of a hill, ridge, or valley; to delineate the 
horizontal outline, or contour, of all slopes; and to 
indicate their grade, or degree of steepness. This 
is done by lines connecting points of equal eleva
tion above mean sea.level, the lin~s being drawn 
at regular vertical intervals. These lines are 
called contours, and the constant vertical space 
between each two contours is called the contour 
interval. Contours and elevations are printed in 
brown. 

The manner in which contours express eleva· 
ti.on, form, and grade is shown in the following 
sketch and corresponding contour map: 

Fig. l.-Ideallketch and corresponding contour ma.p. 

The sketch represents a river valley between two 
hills. In the foreground is the sea, with a bay 
which is partly closed by a hooked sand-bar. On 
each side of the valley is a terrace. From the 
terrace on the right a hill rises gradually, while 
from that on the left the ground aBcend, 'teeply 
to a precipice. Contrasted with this precipice is 
the gentle descent of the western slope. In the 
map each of these features is indicated, directly 
beneath its position in the sketch, by contours. 

-The following explanation may make clearer the 
manner in which contours delineate elevation, 
form, and grade: 

1. A contour indic~tes approximately a certain 
height above sea·level. In this illustration the con
tour interval is 50 feet; therefore the contours 
occur at 50, 100, 150, 200 feet, and so on, above sea
level. Along the contour at 250 feet lie all points 
of the surface 250 feet above sea; and so with any 
other contour. In the space between any two con· 
tours occur all elevations above the lower and below 
the higher contour. Thus the contour at 150 
feet falls just below t.he edge of the terrace, 
while that at 200 feet lies above the terrace; 
therefore all points on the terrace are shown to 
be more than 150 but les, than 200 feet above 
sea. The summit of the higher hill is stated to 
be 670 feet above sea; accordingly the contour at 
650 feet surrounds it. In this illustration nearly 
all the contours are numbered. Where this: is not 
possible, certain contours-say every fifth one
are accentuated and numbered; the heights of 
others may then be ascertained by counting up or 
down from a numbered contour. 
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EXPLANATION. 
2. Contours define the forms of slopes. Since 

contours are continuous horizontal lines conform· 
ing to the surface of the ground, they wind 
smoothly about smooth surfaces, recede into all 
reentrant angles of ravines, and project in passing 
about prominences. The relations of contour 
curves and angles to forms of "the landscape can 
be traced in the map and sketch. 

3. Contours show the approximate grade of 
any ·slope. The vertical space between two con· 
tours is the same, whether they lie along a cliff 
or on a gentle slope; but to rise a given height 
on a gentle slope one must go farther than on a 
steep slope, and theref~re contours are far apart on 
gentle slopes and near together on steep ones. 

For a :fiat or gently undulating country a small 
contour interval is used; for a steep or mountain· 
ous country a large interval is' necessary. The 
smallest interval used on the atlas sheets of the 
Geological Survey is 5 feet. This is used for 
regions like the Mississippi delta and the Dismal 
Swamp. In mapping gr~at mountain masses, like 
those in Colorado, the interval may be 250 feet. 
For intermediate relief contour intervals of 10, 
20, 25, 50, and 100 feet are used. 

.Drainage.-Watercourses are indicated by blue 
lines. If the stream flows the year round the 
line is drawn unbroken, but if the channel is dry 
a part of the year the line is broken or dotted. 
Where a stream sinks and .reappears at the sur
face, the supposed underground course is shown 
by a broken blue line. Lakes, marshes, and other 
bodies of water are also shown in blue, by appro· 
priate conventional signs. 

Oulture.-The works of man, such as roads, 
railroads, and towns, together with boundaries Qf 
townships, counties, and States, and artificial 
details, are printed in black. 

8cales.-The area of the United Stat .. (exclud. 
ing Alaska) is about 3,025,000 square miles. On 
a map 240 feet long aud 180 feet high thi, would 
cover, on a scale of 1 mile to the inch, 3,025,000 
square inches. Each square mile of ground sur· 
face would be represented by a square inch of 
map surface, and one linear mile on the ground 
would be represented by a linear inch on the 
map. This relation between distance in nature 
and corresponding distance on the map is called 
the scale of the map. In this special case it is "1 
mile to an inch." The scale may be expressed also 
by a fraction, of which the numerator is a length 
on the map and the denominator the correspond. 
ing length 'in nature expressed in the same unit. 
Thus, as there are 63,360 inches in a mile, the 
scale "1 mile to an inch" is expressed by ~. 
Both of these methods are used on the maps of 
the Geological Survey. 

Three fractional scales are used on the atlas 
sheets of the Geological Survey; the smallest is 
2M~OOO' the intermediate ~,and the largest 112,~. 
These correspond approximately to 4 miles, 2 
miles, and 1 mile of natural length to an inch of 
map length. On the scale tm,~ a square inch of 
map surface ~epresents and ,;orresponds nearly to 
1 square mile; on the scale 1\0~000J to about 4 
square miles; and on the scale~, to about 16 
square miles. At the bottom of each atlas sheet 
three scales are stated, one being a graduated 
line representing miles and parts of miles in 
English inches: another indicating distance in 
the metric system, and a third giving the frac· 
tional scale. 

Atlas skeet8.-The map is being publi'hed in 
atlas sheets of convenient size, which are bounded 
by parallels and meridians. Each sheet on the 
scale of ~ contains one square degree; each 
sheet on the scale of l~OOO contains one.quarter of 
a square degree; each sheet on the scale of ~ 
contains one·sixteenth of a square degree. These 
areas correspond nearly to 4,000, 1,000, and 250 
square miles, respectively. 

The atlas sheets, being only parts of one map of 
the United States, are laid out without regard to 
the boundary lines of the States, counties, or town· 
ships. For convenience of reference and to sug· 
gest the district represented, each sheet is given 
the name of some well-known town or natural 
feature within its limits, and at the sides and cor· 
ners of each sheet the names of adjacent sheets, 
if published, are printed. 

Uses of tluJ topograplvio Bk,t.-Within the 
limits of scale the topographic sheet is an accurate 
and characteristic delineation of the relief, drain· 
age, and culture of the region repres~nted. View. 
ing the landscape, map in hand, every character. 
istic feature of sufficient magnitude should be 
recognizable. It should guide the traveler; serve 
the investor or owner who desires to ascertain the 
position and surroundings of property to be 
bought or sold; save the engineer preliminary 
surveys in locating loads, railways, and irrigation 
ditches; provide educational material for schools 
and homes; and serve many of the purposes of a 
map for local reference. 

THE GEOLOGIC MAP. 

than in others. Thus a granite may pass into a 
gneiss, and from that into a mica-schist. 

Sedimentary 1'ockB.-These comprise all rocks 
which have been deposited under water, whether 
in sea, lake, or stream., They form a very large 
part of the dry land. 

When the materials of which sedimentary rocks 
are made are carried as solid particles by the 
water and deposited as gravel, sand, or mud, the 
deposit is called a mechanical sediment. These 
may become hardened into conglomerate, sand
stone, or shale. When the material is carried in 
solution by the water and is deposited without 
the aid of life, it is called a chemical sediment j 
if deposited with the aid of life, it is called an 
organic sediment. The more important rocks 
formed from chemical and organic deposits are 

The areal geologic map represents by colors limestone, chert, gypsum, salt, iron ore, peat, 
and conventional signs, on the topographic base lignite, and coal. Anyone of the above sedi
map, the distribution of rock formations on the mentary deposits may be separately formed, 01' 

surface of the earth, and the structure-section the different materials may be intermingled in 
maps show their underground relations, as far as many ways, producing a great variety of rocks. 
known, and in snch detail as the scale permits. Sedimentary rocks are usually made up of 

KINDS OF ROCKS. layers or beds which can be easily separated. 
Thes.) layers are called 8trata. Rocks deposited 

Rocks are of many kinds. The original crust in successive layers are said to be stratified . 
of the earth was probably composed of i(J1U3Ous The surface of the earth is not fixed, as it seems 
rocks, and all other rocks have been derived from to be j it very slowly rises or sinks over wide 
them in one way or another. expanses, and as it rises or subsides the shore·lines 

'Atmospheric agencies gradually brea.k up igne. of the ocean are changed: areas of deposition may 
ous rocks, forming superficial, or 8Urficial, deposits rise above the water and become land areas, and 
of clay, sand, and gravel. Deposits of this class land areas may sink below the water and become 
have been formed on land surfaces since the earli- areas of deposition. If North America were 
est geologic time. Through the transporting gradually to sink a thousand feet the sea woulJ 
agencies of streams the surficial materials of all :fiowover the Atlantic coast and the Mississippi 
ages and origins are carried to the sea, where, and Ohio valleys from the Gulf of Mexico to the 
along with material derived from the land by the Great Lakes; the Appalachian Mountains woulJ 
action of the waves on the coast, they form sed;'" become an archipelago, and the ocean's shore 
inentary rocks. These are usually hardened into would traverse Wisconsin, Iowa, and Kansas, and 
conglomerate, sandstone, shale, and limestone, but extend thence to Texas. More extensive changes 
they may remain unconsolidatea and still be than this have repeatedly occurred in the past. 
called" rocks" by the geologist, though popularly The character of the original sediments may bel 
known as gravel, sand, and clay. changed by chemical and dynamic action so as to 

From time to time in b'f6ologic hi:story igne- produce metamorphic rocks. In the metamor
ous and sedimentary rocks have been deeply phism of a sedimentary rock, just as in the meta
buried, consolidated, and raised again above the morphism of an igneous rock, the substances of 
surface of the water. In these processes, through which it. is composed may enter into new com
the agencies of pressure, movement, and chemical binationa, or new substances may be added. 
action, they are often greatly altered, and in this When these processes are complete the sediment· 
condition they are called rneta'J'll..01'}JlI,io roch. ary rock becomes crystalline. Such changes 

Iyneous l'ooks.-These are rocks which have transform sandstone to quartzite, limestone to 
cooled and consolidated from a liquid state. As marble, and modify other rocks according to 
has been explained, sedimentary rocks were their composition. A system of parallel division 
deposited on the original igneous rocks. Through planes is often produced, which may cross the 
the igneous and sedimentary rocks of all ages original beds or strata at any angle. Rocks 
molten material has from time to time been forced divided by such planes are called slates or schists. 
upward to or near the surface, and there con· Rocks of any period of the earth's history may 
solidated. When the channels or vents int.o be more or less altered, but the younger forma
which this molten material is forced do not tions have generally escaped. marked metamor
reach the surface, it either consolidates in cracks phism, and the oldest sediments known, though 
or fissures crossing the bedding planes, thus form- generally the most altered, in some localities 
ing dikes, or else spreads out between the strata remain essentially unchanged. 
in large bodies, called sills or laccoliths. Such Swrjioial1'ocks.-These embrace the soils, clays, 
rocks are called intl'1t8ime. Within their rock sands,gravels,and'bowldersthat cover the surface, 
enclosures they cool very slowly, and hence are whether derived from the breaking up or disinte. 
generally of crystalline texture. "When the chan· gration of the underlying rocks by atmospheric 
nels reach the surface the lavas often flow out and agencies or from glacial action. Surficial rocks 
build up volcanoes. These lavas cool rapidly in that are due to disintegration are produced chiefly 
the air, acquiring a glassy or, more often, a crystal. by the action of air, water, frost, animals, and 
line condition. They are usually more or less plants. They consist mainly of the least soluble 
porous. The igneous rocks thus formed upon the parts of the rocks, which remain after the more 
surface are called ercfIrtu8itve. Explosive action soluble parts have been leached out, and hence 
often accompanies volcanic eruptions, causing - are known as residual products. Soils and sub· 
ejections of dust or ash and larger fragments. soils are the most important. Residual accumu. 
These materials when consolidated constitute lations are often washed or blown into valleys or 
breccias, agglomerates, and tufts. The ash when other depressions, where they lodge and form 
carriell into lakes or seas may become stratified, deposits that grade into the sedimentary class. 
so as to have the structure of sedime:ptary rocks. Surficial rocks that are due to glacial action are 

The age of an igneous rock is often difficult or formed of the products of disintegration, together 
impossible'to determine. "When it cuts across a with bowlders and fragments of rock rubbed from 
sedimentary rock, it is younger than that rock, the surface and ground together. These are 
and when a sedimentary rock is deposited over spread irregularly over the territory occupied by 
it, the igneous rock is the older. the ice, and form a mixture of clay, pebbles, and 

Under the influence of dynamic and chemical bowlders which is known as till. It may occur 
forces an igneous rock may be metamorphosed. as a sheet or be bunched into hills and ridges, 
The alteration may involve only a rearrangement forming moraines, drumlins, and other special 
of its minute particles or it may be accompanied forms. Much of this mixed material was washed 
by a change in chemical and mineralogic composi. away from the ice, assorted by water, and rede· 
tion. Further, the strUcture of the rock may be posited as beds or trains of sand and clay, thus 
changed by the development of planes of divi- forming another gradation into sedimentary 
sion, so that it splits in one direction more easily deposits. Some of this glacial wash was deposited 



gllished from one another by different patterns, 
made of parallel straight lines. Two tints of th~ 

PleiHt,ocene ........ . P Any colors. 

Neoeene {fu:li~~~g:} . N Bulfs. 

same name is applied to a diagraIll representing 
the relations. The arrangement of rocks in the 
earth is the earthls strlN":tul'e, and a secHon exhibit· 
ing this arrangement is called a stJ'1wtwl'e 8ection. 

ffhe geologist is not limitedl ho·wever; to the 
natural and artificial cuttings for his information 

in tunnels and channels in the icc, and forlllS char
acteristic ridges and mounds of sand and gravel, 
known a.s osarsl or eskers, and karnes. The 
material deposited by the ice is caned glacial 
drift; that washed from the ice onto the adjacent 
land is called modified drift. It i.'l usual also to 
class as surficial rocks the deposits of the sea and 
of lakes and rivers that were made :Lt the same 
time as tIle ice deposit. 

Eocene { including Oligocene} . OliTe-browns. concel'lling the earthls structure. KnO'lNing the 

The first of dlese, seen at the left of the section, 
is the set of sanustoncs and shales, .vhich lie in 
a horiz'outal position. These sedimentary strata 
are now high ahoye the sea, forming a plaLeau, 
and their change of elevation shows that a POl'· 
tion of the eartll'slllass has swelled upward from 
a lower, to a higher lovel The strata of this set 
are parallel, a relation which is called co-nfol'm. 
aUe. 

K Ulive-greens. manner of the formation of rocksl and having 
Hlue-greens. traced out the relations among beds on the sur· 

Cretaceous ......... . 

Juratrias { ~,~r:::f~} . 
AGES OF ROCKS. 

Carboniferous { including Permian ~. C 

Devonian ................ . 
Rlues. face, he can infer their relat1Ye positions after 
:~~::::~~:~. they pass beneath the surface, draw sections 

The second set of formations consists of stmta 
which form arches and tl'ollghs. These strata 
wore once continuousl hut the crests of tIle arches 
have been removed by degradation. The heds, 
like those of the fil'st setl are conformahle. 

Rocks are further di,,;tingnished according to 
their relative ages, for rocks were not formed aU 
at one time, but from age to age in the earthls 
history. Classification by age is independent of 
origin; igneous, sedimentary, and surficial l'ock8 
Illay he of the same age. 

Silurian {including Ordovician} 
Call1brian . (; Pinks. . which represent the stl'Uctlu'e of the earth to a 

A Orango.browns. i considerahle depth, and construct a diagram 
,oR Any colors I exhibiting ."hat would be seen in the side of a 

Algonkian . 
Archean. 

( cutting many miles long and several thousand feet 
period·color are used: a pale tint (the underprint) deep. This is illustrated in the folJowing figure: 
is printed evenly over the 1vhole surface represent· 

The horlzontn.l strata of the plateau rest upon 
the upturnec1, eroded edges of the beds of the 
second set at the left of the section. The over· 
lying deposits U1'O, fl'OIll their positionl evidently 
youngel' than the underlying formati(ms, and.the 
hending and degradation of the older strata must 
have occurred hetween the deposjtion of the older 
beds and the acculllulation of the younger. 'Vllen 
younger strata thus rest upon an eroded surface 
of older strata tIle relation between the two js an 
'lllu:onformable one, and their surface of contact is 

'Vhen the predominant material of a rock mass 
is essentially the same, and it is bounded by rocks 
of different materialsl it is convenient to can the 
mass throughout its extent a forrnation, and such 
a f()rmation is the unit of geologic mapping. 

ing the period j It dark tint (the overprint) brings 
out the different patterns'representing formations. 
Each formation is furthermore gi\Ten It letter· 
symbol of the period. In the case of a sediment· 
ary formation of uncertain age the pattern is 
printed on \vhite ground in the color of the period I 
to which the formation is supposed to belong, 
the letter.symbol of tlle period being omitted. 

Se\reml formations considered together are 
designated a 8ystem. The time taken for the 
deposition of a formation is called an epoch, and 
the time taken for that of n. system, or some 
larger fraction of a systeml n. period. The rocks 
nre mapped by formations, and the formations are 
classified into Aystems. The rocks composing a 
system and the time taken for its deposition are 
given the same namel as, for instancel Cp.mbrian 
system, Camhrian period. 

The number of surficial formations of the Pleis· 
tocene is so great that~ to distinguish its forma· 
tions from those of other periods and from the 
igneous rocks, the entire series of colors is used 
in patterns of dot,:; and circles. 

Fig. 2.-Sketch showing a vertical section in the front of the 
picture, with a landscape aboye. 

of formations consist of crystal
line schists and igneous rocks. At some period 
of their history the schists were plicatea by pres· 
sure and traversed by eruptions of molten rock. 
But this pressnre and intrusion of igneou8 rocks 
have not affected the overlying strata of the second 
/let. Thus it is evident that an inteyval of consid. 
erable duratioll elapsed between the formation of 
the schists and the beginning of deposition of the 
strata of the second set. During this interval the 
schists suffered metamorphism; they were the 
scene of eruptive activity; and they were deepl) 
eroded. The contact between the second and 
third setsl marking a time interval hetween hero 
periods of rock formation, is another uncon· 
formity. 

As sedimentary deposits or strata accumulate 
the younger rest on those that are olderl and the 
l'elati \'e ages of the deposits may be discovered 
by ohserving their relative positions. This rela 
tionship hold8 except in regions of intense dis 
turhance; sometimes in such regions the disturb· 
ance of the beds has been so great that their 
pOlOition is reversed, and it is often difficult to 
determine the relative ages of the beds from their 
positions; then f08&ils, or the remains of plants 
and animals, are a guide to show which of two 
or more formations is the oldest. 

Strata often contain the remains of plants and 
animals which lived in the sea or were washed 
from the land into lakes or seas or were buried in 
surficial deposits on the land. Rocks that con
taill the remains of life are ca11ed fossiliferous. 
By studying these remains, or fossils, it has been 
found that the species of each period of the earthls 
history have to a great extent differed from those 
of other periods. Only the simpler kind8 of 
marine life existed when the oldest fossiliferous 

The origin of the Archean rocks is not fully 
settled. Many of them are certainly igneous. 
'Vhether sedimentary rocks are also included is 
not determined. The Archean rocks, and all meta
morphic rocks of unknown origin, of \vhatever agel 
are represented on the maps hy patterns consisting 
of short dashes irregularly placed: These are 
printed in any color, and may be darker or lighter 
than the background. If the rock is a Rchist the 
dashes or hachures may be arranged in wavy par· 
allellines. If the rock is kno\,yn to he of sedi. 
mentm .. y origin the hachul'e patterns may be com· 
bined with the parallel.line patterns of sedi
mentary formations. 

Known igneous f011uations are represented by 
patterns of triangles or l'hombs printed in any 
brilliant color. II the f0rmation is of known age 
the letter·symbol of the formation is preceded by 
the capital letter.symbol of the proper period. 
If the age of the formation is unknown the letter
symbol consists of small letters which suggest tlle 
name of the rocks. 

THE VARI01JS GEOLOGIC SHEETS. 

rocks were deposited. From time to time more Areal s7wet.-This sheet shows the areas occu· 
complex kinds developed, and as the simpler ones pied by the various formations. On the margin is 
Ii ved on in modified forms life became more a legend, which is the key to the map. To ascer
varied. But during each period there lived pecul- tain the meaning of any particular colored pat. 
iar forms, wbicb did not exist in earlier times tern and its letter-symbol on the map the reader 
and have not existed since; these are character should look for that color, pattern, and symbol in 
istic types, and they define the' age of any bed of the legend, where be will find the name and 
rock in which they are found. Other types description of the formation. If it is desired to 
passed on from period to periodl und thus linked find any given formation, its nmne should be 
the systen\s together and, formed a chain of life sought in the legend and jtg color and pattern 
from the time of the oldest fossiliferous rocks to noted, \vhen the areas 'On the map corresponding 
the present. in color and pattern may be traced out. 

'Vhcn two formations are remote one from the I The legend' is also a partial statement of the 
other and it is impossible to observe their relative' geologic history. The formations are arranged 
positions, the characteristic fossil types found in accordillg to origin into surficial, sedimentary, and 
them may determine which one was deposited igneous, and within each class are placed in the 
first. order of age, so far as known, the YOllllgest at the 

Fossil remains found in the rocks of different top. . 
areaR, of different provinces, and of different Economic sluet.-This sheet represents the dis· 
continents, afford the most important means for trihution of useful minerals, the occurrence of 
combining local histories into a general earth artesia.n water, or other facts of economic interest, 
hiSttory. showing their relations to the features of topog. 

Oolor8 and pattern8.-To sho\v the relative ages raphy and to the geologic formations. All the 
of strata, the history of the' sedimentary rocks is formations which appear on the areal sheet are 
divided into periods. The names of th~ periods shown on this sheet by fainter color.patterns. 
in proper order (fr0ll111eW to old), with the color The areal geology, thus printed, affords a subdued 
or colors and symbol 'assigned to each, are Srlven hackground upon which the a.reas of productive 
below. Tbe names of certain subdivisions of the formations may be emphasized by strong colors. 
pe['iods, frequently used in geologic writings, are A symbol for Jllines is introduced at each occur· 
hl'll.cketed against the appropriate period names. rence, accompanied by the name of the principal 

To di8tingllish the sedimentary formations of mineral mined or of the stone quarried. 
auyone period from those of another the patterns I Str1J.ct1lrB-sectwn 8heet.-This sheet exhibits the 
for the formations of each period are printed in ; relations of the formations beneath the surface. 
the approp~ate period-color, with the exception In cliffs, canyons, shafts, and other natural and 
of the first (Pleistocene) and the last (Archeall) artificial cuttings, the relations of different beds 
The formations of anv one neriod. with the: to one another mav hp- f',(1en A TlV ("llt.tlW.J" whi(~11 

The figure represents a Jandiicape which is cut 
off sharply in the foreground by a vertical plane 
that cuts a section so as to show the underground 
relations of the rocks. 

The kinds of rock are indicated in the section 
by appropriate symbols of lines, dots, and rlushes. 
These symbols admit of much Yariation, hut the 
following are generally used in sections to repre· 
sent the commoner kinds of rock: 

The section and landseape in fig. 2 are ideal, 
Lut they illustrate relations 1yhich actually occur. 
The sections in the strllcture·section sheet are 
related to the maps as the section in the figul"e hi 
related to the landscape. The profiles of tIle SUI"

face in the section correspond to the actual '''llope:-; 
of the ground along the section line, and the 
depth of any mineral-producing 01' water· hearing 
stratum ·which appears in the section lllay be 
merumred from the surface by using the scale of 
the map. 

OoZtf/fimal'·section s1l.eet.-This sheet contains a 
19neon~ rods. concise description of the rock formations which 

Fig. 3.-Symbols used to represent different kinds of rock. constitute the local record of ,geologic history. 
rfhe diagrams and yerIml statements form a S11m-

The plateau in fig. 2 presents to\vard the lower mary of the facts relating to the character of the 
land an escarpment, 01" frontl "\v1lieh is made up rocks, to the thicknesses of the formations, and to 
of sandstones, forming the cliffs, and ",hales, con· the order of accumulation of successive deposits. 
stituting the slopes, us shown at the extreme left The rocks are described under the correRpond. 
of the section. ing heading, and their characters are indicateil 1ll 

The broad belt of lower land is traversed by the columnar diagrams by appropriate Rymbols. 
several ridges, which are seen in the section t~ The thicknesses of formati.ons aTe given under 
correspond to beds of sandstone that rise to the the heading" Thickness in feet," in figllres which 
surface. The upturned edges of these beds form state the least and greate!'lt measurements. The 
tIle ridges, and the int.ermediate valleys follow average thickness of each formation is shown in 
the outcrops of limestone and calcareous shales. the column, \vhich is drawn to a scale-usually 

1Vhere the edges of the strata appear at the 1,000 feet to 1 inch. The order of accumulation 
surface their thickness can be measured und the of the sediments is shown in the columnar arrange. 
angles at which they dip belm\'- the surface can be lllent: the olde8t formation is placed at the 
obsel'yed. Thus their positions underground can bottom of the column, the youngest at the top, 
be inferred. and igneolls roeK!'l or other formations, when 

1Vhen strata which are thus inclined are traced present, are indicated· in their proper relations. 
undergTound in miningl or hy inference, it is fre- The formations are combined into systems 
quently observed that tlley form troughs or arches, 'wlliclt correspond with the periods of geologic 
such as the section shows. Rut these sandstones, history. Thus the ages of the rocks are shown. 
shales, and. limestones were deposited lJeneath the and also the total thickness of each system. 
sea in nearly flat sheets. That they are now bent The interyals of time which correspond to 
and folded is regarded as proof that forces exist events of uplift and degradation and constitute 
which have from time to time caused t.he eart,hls interruptions of deposition of sediments lllay be 
surface to wrinkle along certaiu zones. indicated graphically or by the word "unconform· 

On the right of the sketch the section is com· ity," printed in the columnar section. 
posed of schists which are traversed by masses of Each formation shown in the columnar section 
igneous rock The schists are much contorted is accompanied hy its name, a description of its 
and their arrangement underground can not be eharacter, and its letter.symbol as lIsed in the 
inferred. Hence tllUt portion of the section maps and their legends. 
delineates what is probably true but is not I 
known by observation or well-founded inference. CHARLES D. \V ALCOTT, 

Tll flO" 9, thpT'P flT'P tnt·.,., ~.,t,~ .--.-F f'--'T'mfl+i()ll~ /Jirpd.o}' 



DESCRIPTION OF THE LOUDON SHEET. 
GEOGRAPHY. by streams into large or small areas with Hat tops. 

In West Virginia and portions of Pennsylvania 
General, relatiom.-The region represented by the plateau is sharply cut by streams, leaving in 

the Loudon atlas sheet lies entirely in Tennessee. relief irregularly rounded knobs and ridges which 
It is included between the parallels 36° and 35° bear but little resemblance to' the original sur-
30' and the meridians 84° and 84° 30', and it COD- face. The western portion of the plateau has 
tains 968.7 square miles, divided between Knox, been completely removed by erosion, and the 
Roane, Loudon, Monroe, and Blount counties. surface is now comparatively low and level, or 

In its, geographic and geologic relations this rolling. 
area forms a part of the Appalachian province, Altitude 'If (he Appalachian province.-The 
which extends from the Atlantic coastal plain on Appalachian province as a whole is broadly dome
the east to the Mississippi lowlands on the west, shaped, its surface rising from an altitude of 
and from central Alabama to southern New York. about 500 feet along the eastern maxgin to the 
All parts of the region thus defined have a com- crest of the Appalachian Mountains, and thence 
mon history, recorded in its rocks, its geologic descending westward to about the same altitude 
structure, and its topographic features. Only a on the Ohio and Mississippi rivers. 
part of this history can be read from an area so Each division of the province shows one or 
small as that covered by a single atlas sheet; more culminating points. Thus the Appalachian 
hence it is necessary to consider the individual Mountains rise gradually from less than 1,000 
sheet in its relations to the entire province. feet in Alabama to more than 6,600 feet in west-

Suhdivi8wna oj tke Appalachian provVnce.- ern North Carolina. From this culminating 
The AppRlachian province may be subdivided point they decrease to 4,()00 or 3,000 feet in 
into three well-marked physiographic divisions, southern Virginia, rise to 4,000 feet in central 
throughout each of which certain forces have pro- Virginia, and descend to 2,000 or 1,500 feet on 
duced similar results in sedimentation, in geologic the Maryland-Pennsylvania line. 
structure, and in topography. These divisions The Appalachian Valley shows a constant 
extend the entire length of the province, from increase in altitude from 500 feet or less in Ala
northeast to southwest. bama to 900 feet in the vicinity of Chattanooga, 

The central division is the Appalachian Valley. 2,000 feet at the Tennessee-Virginia line, and 
It is the best defined and most unifonn of the 2,600 or 2,700 feet at its culminating point, on the 
three. In the southern part it coincides with the divide between the New and Tennessee rivers. 
belt of folded rocks which fonns the Coosa Thence it descends to 2,200 feet in the valley of 
Valley of Georgia and Alabama and the Great New River, 1,500 to 1,000 feet in the James 

, Valley of East Tennessee and Virginia. Through- River basin, and 1,000 to 500 feet in the Pota· 
out the central and northern portions the eastern mac basin, remaining about the same through 
side only is marked by great valleys-such as Pennsylvania. These figures represent the average 
the Shenandoah Valley of Virginia, the Cumber- elevation of the valley surface, below which the 
land Valley of Maryland and Pennsylvania, and stream channels are sunk from 50 to 250 feet, 
the Lebanon Valley of northeastern Peunsyl- and above which the valley ridges rise from 500 
vania - the western side being a succession of to 2,000 feet. . 
ridges alternating with narrow valleys. This The plateau, or western, division increases in 
division vanes in width from 40 to 125 miles. It altitude from 500 feet at the southern edge of the 
is sharply outlined on the southeast by the Appa- province to 1,500 feet in northern Alabama, 2,000 
lachian Mountains and on the northwest by the feet in central Tennessee, and 3,500 feet in south. 
Cumberland Plateau and the Alleghany Moun· eastern Kentucky. It is between 3,000 and 4,000 
tains. Its rocks are almost wholly sedimentary feet high in West Virginia, and decreases to about 
and in large measure calcareous. The strata, 2,000 feet in Pennsylvania. From its greatest 
which must originally have been nearly horizon- altitude, along the eastern edge, the plateau 
tal, now intersect the surface at various angles slopes gradually westward, although it is gen· 
and in narrow belts. The surface dllIers with erally separated from the interior lowlands by an 
the outcrop of different kinds of rock, so that abrupt escarpment. 
sharp ridges and narrow valleys of great length .Drainage oj tke Appalachian provinoe.-The 
follow the narrow belts of hard and soft rock. drainage of the province is in part eastward into 
Owing to the large amount of calcareous rock the Atlantic, in part southward into the Gulf, and 
brought up on the steep folds of this district, its in part westward into the Mississippi. All of 
surface is more readily worn down by streams the western, or plateau, division of the province, 
alld is lower and less broken than the divisions except a small portion in Pennsylvania and another 
on either side. in Alabama, is drained by streams flowing west· 

The eastern division of the province embraces ward to the Ohio. The northern portion of the 
the Appalachian Mountains, a system which is "eastern, or Appalachian Mountain, division is 
made up of many minor ranges and which, under drained eastward to the Atlantic, while south of 
various local names, extends from southern New the New River all except the eastern slope is 
York to central Alabama. Some of its prominent drained westward by tributaries of the Tennessee 
parts are the South Mountain of Pennsylvania, or southward by tributaries of the Coosa. 
the Blue Ridge and Catoctin Mountain of Mary. The position of the streams in the Appalachian 
land and Virginia, the Great Smoky Monntains Valley is dependent upon the geologic structure. 
of Tennessee and North Carolina, and the Cohu.tta In general they flow in courses which for long 
Mountains of Georgia. Many of the rocks of this distances are parallel to the sides or the Great 
division are more or less crystalline, being either Valley, following the lesser valleys along the out
sediments which have been changed to slates and crops of the softer rocks. These longitudinal 
schists by varying degrees of metamorphism, or streams empty into a number of larger, transverse 
igneous rocks, such as granite and diabase, which rivers, which cross one or the other of the barriers 
have solidified from a molten condition. limiting the valley. In the northern portion of 

The western division of the Appalachian the province they fonn the Delaware, Susque
province embraces the Cumberland Plateau and hanna, Potomac, James, and Roanoke rivers, each 
the Alleghany Mountains and the lowlands of of which passes through the Appalachian Moun· 
Tennessee, Kentucky, and Ohio. Its northwestern tains in a n81TOW gap and flows eastward to the 
boundary is indefinite, but may be regarded as an sea. In the central portion of the province, in 
arbitrary line coinciding with the Mississippi Kentucky and Virginia, these longitudinal streams 
River as far up as Cairo, and then crossing the form the New (or Kanawha) River, which flows 
States of Illinois and Indiana. Its eastern bound- westward in a deep, narrow gorge through the 
ary is sharply defined along the Appalachian Cumberland Plateau into the Ohio River. From 
Valley by the Alleghany front and the Cumber· New River southward to northern Georgia the 
land escarpment. The rocks of this division are Great Valley is drained by tributaries of the 
almost entirely of sedimentary origin, and remain Tennessee River, which at Chattanooga leaves the 
very nearly horizontal. The character of the sur· broad valley and, entering a gorge through the 
:face, which is dependent on the character and plateau, runs westward to the Ohio. South of 
attitude of the rocks, is that of a plateau more or Chattanooga the streams flow directly to the 
less completely worn down. In the southern half Gulf of Mexico. 
of the province the plateau is sometimes extensive Geographic division8 of the Loudon Mea.
and perfectly flat, but it is oftener much divided Thxee geographic divisions appear within the 

limits of the sheet. The northwestern corner 
includes 5 square miles of Walden Ridge and the 
Cumberland Plateau; the southeastern corner 
contains 33 square miles of the outliers of the 
Great Smoky Mountains; and the remainder, 930 
square miles, lies in the East Tennessee Valley. 

The entire region is drained by the Tennessee 
River and its tributaries, the Emory, Clinch, 
Tellico, and Little Tennessee rivers. By the junc
tion of the Clinch and Tennessee, a few miles 
beyond the border of this area, the drainage is 
united in a single stream. None of these rivers 
rise within the limits of this area, and only a small 
part of their water is derived from the creeks 
which are so contained. The rivers rise from 650 
to 760 {eet above the sea on the northwestern 
edge of the valiey, and to 850 feet on its south
eastern edge. The larger streams are sunk in 
sharp, narrow basins from 1(')0 to 200 feet below 
the adjacent country, according to their size, and 
the smaller ones rise nearly to the level of the 
ridges. The ridges of the valley are strikingly 
uniform in height, ranging from 1,000 to 1,300 
feet above sea-level. Walden Ridge has here its 
usual elevation, from 1,500 to 1,700 feet, and the 
Great Smoky outliers rise to 2,700 feet in Chil
howee Mountain. 

In this region the topography is quite varied, 
and in all cases depends upon the efiects of er().. 
sion on the different fonnations. Such rock-form
iug minerals as carbonates of lime and magnesia, 
and to a less extent feldspar, are entirely removed 
by solution in water. Rocks containing these 
minerals are therefore subject to decay by solu
tion, which breaks up the rock and leaves the 
insoluble matter less firmly united. Frost and 
rain and streams break up and carry off this 
insoluble residue, and the surface is worn down. 
The rocks form high or low ground according to 
the condition of the insoluble matter. Calcare
ous rocks, which leave the least and finest residue, 
occupy the low ground. Such are all the forma· 
tions between the Rome sandstone and the Tellico 
sandstone. All of these except the Knox dolo
mite leave a fine clay after solution; the dolomite 
leaves, besides the clay, a large quantity of silica 
in the form of chert, which strews the surface 
with lumps and protects it from removal. In 
many regions, where the amount of chert in the 
dolomite is less, it also is reduced to low ground. 
The least soluble rocks are the sandstones, and 
since most of their mass is left untouched by 
solution, surfaces formed by these are the last to 
be reduced in height. 

Erosion of the valley formations has produced 
a series of long ridges separated by narrow valleys 
which closely follow the belts of rock. Where 
the formations spread out at a low dip the val
leys or ridges are broader, and where the strata 
dip steeply the valleys are narrower. Every turn 
in the coarse of a formation can be told at a dis
tance by the turn of the ridge or valley which it 
ca~ses. Every rock produces the same type of 
surface as long as its composition remains the 
same; every change in composition produces a 
change in fonn of surface. The Knox dolomite 
illustrates this fact well. Southeast of Brick 
Mill, Blount County, it has little chert and lies at 
nearly the same altitude as the Nolichucky shale 
and Maryville limestone. The amount of chert in 
the dolomite steadily increases northward and 
westward, and the cherty ridges become more and 
more prominent until, in Black Oak, Chestnut, 
and Copper ridges, they stand from 300 to 400 
feet above the shale valleys. 

The topography of the mountain district is as 
unlike that of the valley as the rocks of the one 
are unlike those of the other. None of the regu
larity of the valley ridges appears, and the 
streams wind in narrow, v-shaped valleys to and 
fro across the different formations. Only the end 
of the long, sharp crest of Chilhowee Mountain 
lies in this area; and the other summits are the 
merest foothills of the Great Smoky Mountains. 

GEOLOGY. 

STRATIGRAPHY. 

The general 8edimentlM')! re""rd.-All of the 
rocks appearing at the surface within the limits 
of the L9udOn atlas sheet are of sedimentary 
origin-that is, they were deposited by water. 

They consist of sandstone, shale, and limestone, 
all presenting great variety in composition and 
appearance. The materials of which they are 
composed were originally gravel, sand, and mud, 
derived from the waste of older rocks, and the 
remains of plants and animals which lived while 
the strata were being laid down. Thus some of 
the great beds of limestone were fonned largely 
from the shells of various sea animals, and the 
beds of coal are the remains of a luxuriant vegeta.
tion, which probably covered low, swampy shores. 

The rocks afford a record of sedimentation 
from earliest Cambrian through Carboniferous 
time. Their composition and appearance indicate 
at what distance from shore and in what depth of 
water they were deposited. Sandstones marked 
by ripples and cross·bedded by currents, and 
shales cracked by drying on mud fiats, indicate 
shallow water; while limestones, especially by the 
fossils they contain, indicate greater depth of 
water and scarcity of sediment. The character of 
the adjacent land is shown by the natllre of 
the sediments derived from its waste. Coarse 
sandstones and conglomerates, snch as are found 
in the Coal Measures, were derived from high 
land on which stream grades were steep, or they 
may have resulted from wave action as the sea 
encroached upon a sinking coast. Red sandstones 
and shales, such as make up some of the Cam· 
brian and Silurian formations, result from the 
revival of erosion on a land surface long exposed 
to rock decay and oxidation, and hence covered 
by a deep residual soil Limestones, on the other 
hand, if deposited near the shore, indicate that 
the land was low and that its streams were too 
sluggish to cany off coarse sediment, the sea 
receiving only fine sediment and substances in 
solution. 

The sea in which these sediments were laid 
down covered most of the Appalachian province 
and the Mississippi basin. The area of the 
Loudon sheet was near its eastern margin, and 
the materials of which its rocks are composed 
were therefore derived largely from the land to 
the east. The exact position of the eastern shore· 
line of this ancient sea is not known, but it prob· 
ably varied from time to time within rather wide 
limits. 

Four great cycles of sedimentation are recorded 
in the rocks of this region. Beginning with the 
first definite record, coarse sandstones and shales 
were deposited in early Cambrian time along the 
eastern border of the interior sea as it encroached 
upon the land. As the land was worn down and 
still further depressed, the sediment became finer, 
until in the Knox dolomite of the Cambro·Silurian 
period very little trace of shore material is seen. 
Following this long period of quiet was a" slight 
elevation, producing coarser rocks; this became 
more and more pronounced, until, between the 
lower and upper Silurian, the land was much 
expanded and large areas of recently deposited 
sandstones were lifted above the sea, thus com· 
pleting the first great cycle. Following this ele
vation came a second depression, during which 
the land was again worn down nearly to baselevel, 
affording conditions for the accumulation of the 
Devonian black shale. After this the Devonian 
shales and sandstones were deposited, recording a 
minor uplift of the land, which in northern areas 
was of great importance. The third cycle began 
with a depression, during which the Carbonifero 
ous limestone accumulated, containing scarcely 
any shore waste. A third uplift brought the 
limestone into shallow water-portions of it per· 
haps above the sea-and upon it were deposited, 
in shallow water and swamps, the sandstones, 
shales, and coal beds of the Carboniferous. 
Finally, at the close of the Carboniferous, a 
further uplift ended the deposition of sediment 
in the Appalachian province, except along its 
borders in recent times. 

A different period of depression, of unknown 
age, left its record in" the rocks of the moun· 
tain district. During their deposition the sea 
encroached farther on the land than at any other 
period, and the activity of erosion and deposition 
then is shown in the coarseness and frequent 
changes of the deposits. 

The columnar section shows the composition, 
name, age, and thickness of each formation. 



The rocks of thiR area are all sedimentary in [ mere gr. aim: to pehbles 6 or 8 inches in diameter. I yeno,,,,. It is mainly argillaceous, occasionally of beach deposits, hut the hypotlleilis of such an 
origin, and comprise mORt of the varieties of Hme- Fragments of the conglomerate, broken in its turn, ,banded by thin Reams of coarser, siliceous origin is hardly born out by the regularity of 
stones, shales, shtel'l, sandstones, and conglom- are also found in the eon glomerate. The produc- material. A few thin beds of fine white sand- sequence and thickness over the whole length of 
erntes. They range in age from the earliest tion of these eonglomerates from the limestone I stone oecur at v:triOlIR parts of the formation, the mountain. 
known sediment of the Appalachians nearly to where it lay shows that the limestone was notu,hly to'ward the top, but they are not at all ,"Veather attacks the feldspathic portions of tlle 
the end of the Paleozoic, including' the Cambrian, exposed to erosion after its formation, and COll-! prominent. ItR unifol1llity is as pronounced along conglomerate, but the coarse, quartzose material 
Silurian, Devonian, and Carboniferous periods. tinued so for /:!ome time during the deposition of , itl-l range as it is from top to bottom, and no dif- resists decay so well tJlat the formntion always 
Carboniferous rocks are but scantily represented the conglomerate. I' ferenees can be seen from one area, to another. occupies high ground. '1\YO types of crest are 
here; Denmian rocks have as good a represen- The matrix of the conglomerate is calcareous, In tlliekness it varies from 1,300 to 1,700 feet. fOl1lled: the sharp diyide of the upper S;nlnl-ltone, 
tation u.s in any region south of Virginia; while r:trely slaty, and eonsists of the fine 'waste of the On account of the lack of distincti\Te beds it is and the rounded summits of the conglomerate 
the Camhrian and lower part of the Silurian massive limestone, just as the pebbles are its ditfieult to give preci8e figures, hut many sections near the end of the mountain. The eOllrse of the 
are de\-eloped hetter than in a1most any other coar. se waste. COlHliderable numbers of r(lllnd [I in adjoining areas fall het\veen those limits. Tlle formation is marked by extemive cliffs, and ledges 
area. sand grains lwn a few sandstone and quartz peb- full thickness of the formation is not presented are very frequent. Soils are poor and thin and 

Thc rocks lie in IOUl' distinct ILT'eaS or groups bles are found locally. here, tlle upper hetl~ having heen removed hy are filled with coarse quartz pebbles, RO that only 
of wielely different age. The coal-bearing rocks Slight altemtion8 have taken place in the "'ViI· ; erosion. a scanty growth of timber and yegetation is sup-
of the CarboniferOlHl lie in and north of 'VaIden hite slate, more particularly near Chilhowee Little aHeration has t:tken place in the materials ported. 
Ridge. The yaHey plLrt of the tract comprises I Mountain. The change eonRists of schistosity of t.his slate I'lince jt~ formation. During the pro- Nichols shale.-This shale oceupieR a belt W11ich 
the formations from lo\ver Camhrian to Carhon- and cleavage, produeed in the Rlat.e "by squeezing duct.ion of the folds there was a geneI'lLI develop- usually lies on the north,Yestern face of the moun
i1erou,;;, all of them being of later age than the and stretehing. ThoRe changes aJ'e not .wide- mont of cleavllge, the planes of which dip from, tain; but. southeast of Alleghany Springs it 
Chilhowee series. The Chilhowee strata appear spread and do not materially aHer the appearlmce 20° tn {)Oo.soutbeast. It has not altered the com-I erosses the creRt. It is named from its oceurl'enee 
only in Chilhowee Mountain, awl are of lower of the rock. position of the rock materially, and its chief effect on Nichols braneh of "Walden Creek, ill Sevier 
Cambrian age. The m01lTJtaill district is covered Ovving to the slightly calcareous natme and is to obscure the parting8 along the bedding and County. Tlle formation eonsists 01 grayish.hlue 
by the Ocoee rormation, the age of which has not fine grll.in of the \Vilhite formatioIl it yields to to supplant them by cleavage partingR. :-.hales, sandy, micaceous, ar6rillaceous, and slightly 
yet heen determined. erosiOlI and invariably occupie.'llow grounJ. 80ils Of the materials of die slatc-qua,l'tz, feld- ealcareous, and is uniform ill composition from top 

The yaHey roekl:! are mainly calcareous, the formed by its decay are «]eep and strong, and spar, mica, and argillaceous matter-only the to bottom and from end to end. It is about ROO 
Chilhowee rocks mainly siliceous, and the moun- COIlAist of yellow and br'O"wn elays and loams witll feldspar is subject to ready I:!olution. Its particles feet in thickness in thitl area. 
tain rocks siliceous and £eldspathie. In the val- a few slate bits scattereit through t1lelll. They are fre(luent, but are so small that even " .... llen Surfaces formed by this ::;llale are 01 little nllue. 
ley the rocks lie in long, IllHTO\\' belts and are are 100Re and well urained in ~pi.te of their gelltle deeayed the t.exture of the rock is not so much They are usually steep slopes leading up to sand
often repeated hy the different lolds. In the Rlopes. Their outerops are nalTOW ill this lu'ell imp~ired tllat it can not reRist furtller wear. Con- ,.tone divides, and the soils are impoveri>1hed by 
mountainR the folds are less eontinuous, so that and are llot important agrieulturally. sequently, the formation makes high gnmnd in the wash from the sandstone. Oc«~asionally the 
tlle helts of rock are more irregula.r in shape. Oitico conglomel'ate.-'1'hil:! formation has about an eases. Owing to the great thickness of the Rhale for a short distance forms a uivide 'whieh is 
The great.er size of the formations also gives less the same range as the preceding one, neal' the fOl'mation anu the width of it!'! areas, it has pro- nearly hare of soil. In a narrow vaney south of 
eomplex ana TlanOW helts. The rockFl will he Little Tenne>1f'lee River. It is entirely siliceous, duceu no Jefinite system of topography, but the end or Chilhowee Mountain this formation 
deseribed in order' of age. and val'il:'s from fine v"hite sandstone to coarse occurs in a network of interlacing ridges and affords fair farming lami 

quartz conglomerate, ,yith a few thin beds of knohs. The crests ure always rounded, but nar- .l.Veoo sandstone.-This bed oceurs in nearly 
sandy slate. Its name iR giyen on account of the row, and the streams lie in deep, steep-sided cuts. continuous areas along the top of the mountain, 
good deve10pment of the formation on Citico The Hoilf'l of this formation are alwavs tIlin and and i~ named from Mount Nebo SpringR, in 
Creek, Monroe County, Tennessee. The changes are intermpted by frcquent oILtcrop~' a.long the Blount County, whieh l:Ll'e sit1lltted upon it. It is 
from fine to coarse sediment are very ~udden and divides. On the flanks of thc ridges tlle wash a uniform bed of fine white sandstone, wlrieh eon
are 11Ceompanied by ebanges in thiekllt'i"-s from Irom tIle higher ground produces excellent ~oil, tains only grains of fine white sand and Hmfl.l1 
100 to 1100 feet, the coarse l)eds l)eing the thiek- where the slope:.; are not too steep for cultivation, quartz pehbles. In appearance and thiekness it 
est. The coa,rse deposits are not li'mited to one and the small creek hot.toms are supplied with a is constant throughout the area of the mountain. 
area, but are quite ,videly distributed. III the deep and rich soil. Natural growths of timber Its massive beds and dose grain make it very 
northwestern areas thevare more common than are yerr Eght and serulJhj', except in the hollovrs slow to deeay, and it forms the highest summits 

ROCKS OJ!" UNKNOWN AGE. 

TIle "Ocoee" group of rocks, forming the 
mountain areas, are indicated upon the map as of 
unknO'iYtl age. In earlier publications they have 
been eomddered to be Cambrian and to lie under 
the Chilho>vee rocks, but tIlere 18 ample evidenee 
to justify their separation from the Cambrian 
series, though not sufficient to fix their age; they 
are therefore mapped as unknmvn. The series is 
dividt'd into the follo·wi.ng formatioJlH, begiTlTling 
with the base: the ",Vilhite ~late, the Citico con
glomerate, the Pigeon slate, the Cades conglom
erate, the Thunderhead conglomerate, the Hazel 
[.date, RlHl the Clingman conglomerate. 

T17ilhite sZate.-This formation is the lowest 
bed of the Ocoee series, and is a bluish-gray or 
hl:tck argillaceous slate. Its upper portion 
becomes cakareous and contains frequent beds of 
limestone and limestone eon glomerate. The for
mation iR 'well shown on ,"Vilhite Creek, in the 
area of the }Iount Guyot sheet., and is named 
from that occurrencc. Its thickness varies from 
nothil!g southeast of Tallassee Ford t.o 500 ieet 
west of Chilhowee; ordinarily it is from 300 to 
400 feet thick. 

The formation varieR little in eharactel' from 
plaee to place exeept in its upper 100 feet, the 
ehief e hange being the addition of a little ealcare
ous matter to tlle argil1aeeous mud forming the 
slat.e in its southwestern areas. Tn the upper 
heds there is dIe great.est variet.y, and beds of 
limest.one and limestone conglomerat.e a.ppear and 
disappear. These de}Josit:-; are loeal in nature 
lind form If'nf'les in the slate. Kortheast of Litt.le 
't'ennessee Ri vel' 80me of the lenses are only a few 
inches thiek and a few feet long; near the rivel' 
they are at least 50 feet thiek and severnl miles 
long. Csually they are distinct from the slates, 
hnt f'lometimes the slate and limestone grade into 
each other gradually, with no sharp boundary. 
Harely the pebbles of the Jimef'lt.one eonglomerate 
are embedded dircetly in the slate. The lime. 
stone/:! awl conglomerat.es are plentiful near the 
Little Tennessee E,jver, but are less prominent 
soutlnvest of that strcam. 

The limeHtoneR are usually massive blue beds, 
and, exeepting occasional round sand grains, are 
quite pure. Tn some areas-for instanee, neal' 
the mouth of Ahram Creek-considerable f.!ili. 
ceous impurity occurs be~ldes tht' "and. Other 
beds are gray, dove, v,<-hitish-gray, black, and 
mottled blue. 

The conglomerate is ('omposed of fragments of 
lime6tone of every variety shown in the massive 
hed~. ~rost of the pebbles are rounded, others 
are sharp and angular and can he tnwed step by 
step from it :'lolid bed ,vhieh beeomes more and 
lIlore broken until the fragments are entirely 
separated lind scattered. They vary in size from 

in tIle southeastern. Tl:e quartz pebblt's lire very and bottoms. of the mountains. Soils produced by the sand-
coarse, the largest being 4 and 5 inches ill CA.MBRIAN ROCKS. stone are very thin and sandy and sllpport. only 
diameter. From that size they diminish to the seantiest vegetation. :Brequent cliffs and 
minute sand grains. The avern.ge thic'kness is Sandsutk slwle.-Thifot shllle iR the 10\vest bed ledges follo,,' hs course, and its fragments a.re 
about one-third of an inch. occuning in the group of Chilho\yee l\Iountain, seattered far do>yn the mountain side, clogging 

Nine-tenths of the pebbles of the eonglomerate and is of lower Cambrian age. It occurs chiefly every stream for miles. 
are white quartz, and to them is due the gray or at the eastern end of Chilhowee Mountain, and )lfnl''J'ay shale.-This bed is the bRt shale 01 
white eolol' of the rock. Pebbles of fine black fonns mall)' fotmall areas. Its name iR given on the series, and differs from the preceding Kid101H 
quartz'}Jol'phyry and of ",Vilhite slate are widely account of its Oeelll'renCe on Sanusllck branch of sh:tle in no partieular save that of thickness. Its 
spread in small number:-., and a few pebhlei:l of ",VaIden Creek, in Seyier County. Hince it l1lune.is derived from good exposures on ).furray 
feld~par also OCCllI'. On the I,ittIe Tennessee appears only on the crests of anticlines and along branch of 'Yalden Creek in Sevier County. It 
River the conglomerate eontains pebbles of hlue faults, its total thickness is not known, but it is measures 300 feet in, all places where fully 
limestone and of earthy siliceous limestone at least 1,000 feet thick. There are no variations exposed, and uniformly eonsists of sandy, micace
derived lrom the 'Vilhite slate. in the fOl'1llation, and it consists of bluish-f..,>Tay ous, and calcareous shale. The bed is of little 

There was little assortment of the pebbles shalet'! with lighter-gmy hauds; when v,,-eathered account either as a soil producer or in afiecting 
according to size 'when thE' formation was the shales are dull-yellow in color. O\ving to the topography. Sman depressions between sand· 
deposited, and course and fine were buried- alike their soft.ness they invariably oeeupy valleys or stone crests or t'!teep slopes mark its course. This 
in a gmy siliceous matrix of sand gmiut'!. They steep slopes protected from erosion hy other, bed contain/:! the only fossils discovered in this 
repreRent the gravel deposits along the shores of harder heds. The areas of the Sandsuck shale series, whieh were found on the east side of Little 
that time, wherc rivers and waves moved the are small, so that its soils are usually modified by Ri\'er Gap and on tIle erest of tlle mountain above 
large pebbleFl and slower Cllrrents ealTied off the sandy wash from the adjacent rormations. They Montvale Springs. These fo/:!si1s are lingulel1w 
fine mud. The eross·bedded 8ediments give are, hmvever, of f:tir depth and are well drained and trilobites. 
additional eyi.dence of shallmv Vfater at that time, and light. Like all of the other formations oce)lr· He8se /)·andstone. This formation oecupies the 
and the pehhles of Vililhite Rlate show that forma- ring in Chilhowee Monntain, thiH shale is highest part of the mountain, and forms a notched 
tion to have been out of >vater in places. Since searcely altered. lille of sharp peaks on its southeat'!t side. Every
its deposition the ('onglomerate has snffered (/ocliran conglomerate.-This formation is a wllere it is a fine white sandstone, formed of 
scnreely any change of form ex(~ept in folilillg, massive bed of conglomerate, thc he/wiest of the round quartz grains. Its thiekneRt'! is unknown, 
althOllgh in occasional ureas the rock Ims been series. It is mainly shown at. the northeastern for it lies only in synclines whose upper portions 
s(!ueezeu and a small amount of mica has been end of the mountain, but it occurs alt'!o in two have long since disappeared; up\vards of 500 feet 
developed. small ~trips at the southwest.ern end. There are yet remain. Like t.he Nebo sltmlstune, its crests 

Decay of t.hiR formation is very sI0'Y, ar-; might three parts to this formation in most plaees: un are sharp and ruggeu, marked by many ledgeR 
be expeeted fmm the insolubility of its materials. upper sandstOlle, 600 to 900 ft'et tlli«~k; a bed of and hounded by cliffs. Its soils are usually tll-in 
Lines of sharp ridgeR and frequent ledgeR mark bluish-gl'a)' Rhale, ranging from 100 feet to nothing and poor, though 'where the surface is flat. for con
it.s course. ItR soil is thin :md full of sand, quartz at the end of the mountain; and a hed of cOaJ'se siderable areas there is an aecumulation of good 
pebhles, and fragments of the rock, and supports conglomerate, from 500 to 700 feet. t.hLek. These soil. Even this, however, is readily exhausted 
but a seanty growth of tim her and underbrush. beds are of the same charadeI' throughout. TIle unless carefully used. 
,"Vhen cleared and exposed to the weather the sandstone if< eomposed of rOlllld grains of w}lite This sandstone is the last of the series in thi:-. 
soil loses >vhat little elay it has and becomes q uatty,; the shale is argil1aeeous, mielweous, and mountain. Enell format.ion is shlLrply distin
\\'orthless. slightly saudy; and the conglomerate is eomposed guished from the ndjacent formations, and the 

Pigeon 8late.-This slate occurs jn the same of quartz and feldspar embedded in a matrix of stratigraphie relations are continuous tlmmgholLt 
general area a:ol the preeeding formations, hut is argillaceous sand. A sruan hed of reddish-brown tIle mountain. In no other place in the Appala
more extensive on twcount of its greater thiek. sandstone occurs near the hase of the white sand- chians is the lower Cambrian series so thick or so 
ness. It forms one large area south and south- st.one. The pebblt'R of the eonglomerate are well clearly defined. The Chilho>vee t'!eries is separated 
west of Chilhowee Mountain and a smaller one in rounded and worn, and range in size from three- from the lower CambriaTI strata of the valley by 
the southeastern eorner of the district mapped. fOllrths of an inch dO'i-vn to mere grains. There faults, which prevent any ohservation of the reIn
Its name is derived from Little PigeoIl River, ill is little assortment. of the rragmeTlt:-., Ilnd coarse t.ions originally existing lwt\,,'een the two grollpil 
Revier County, ,yhich dmin~ much of the area of amI nIle are alike embedded in a fine matrix. The of heds. In ChillHJWee the middle and upper 
the formation. general color of the l'ock is a greenish-whitt', Cambrian st.rata, up to the Knox dolomite, are 

The formation consists of a t.hiek mJ.l$~ of slate which, aB well as the large proportion of feldspar, wanting. But in the valley a great tllickness of 
of great uniformity. 'Yhen fresh the l'oek is distinguishes the rock from the Citico conglom. middle and upper Cambrian strata occurs. The 
bluish-gray; when >veathered it beeomes a dull. i erate. These irregularities of material are typical oldest of the strata in the valley are, however, 



proba.bly younger than those of Chilhowee, 
although they are of lower Cambrian age. 

RO'fM fO'1"1'TUUion.-Four areas of this formation 
occur in the northwestern_ part of the valley area 
and one south of Morganton. The formation is 
~ed from its good development at Rome, 
Georgia. It is made up of red, yellow, and 
brown sandstones and red, brown, and green 
sandy shales, most of the sandstones being at the 
bottom. Few of the beds of sandstone are over 
2 or 3 feet thick, and none are continuous for any 
great distance. They are repeatedly interbedded 
with shale, and when one dies out another begins, 
higher or lower, so that the result is the same as 
if the beds were continuous. The shales are very 
thin, and small seams of sandstone are inter
bedded with the shale. Brilliant colors are a 
common feature of these beds. A few of the 
sandstone beds contain lime in such amounts as 
almost to become limestonps. 

The series comprises 250 to 300 feet of sandy 
shale at the top and 550 to 700 feet of sandstone 
and sandy shale at the bottom. It is thinnest in 
the southeastern area. 

From the frequent changes in sediment, from 
sand to sandy or argillaceous mud, and the abund· 
ance of ripple.marks on all the beds, it is plain 
that the formation was deposited in shallow 
water, just as many mud fiats are now being 
formed. CreatUl'es, such as trilobites, which fre
quented shallow, muddy waters have left many 
fragments and impressions. 

The topography of the formation is quite 
marked and uniform. Decay makes its way 
slowly along the frequent bedding planes, and 
the rock breaks up into small bits and blocks 
without much internal decay. Ledges are rare on 
the divides, and its ridges are seldom very high. 
They are especially noticeable for their even 
crests and for frequent stream gaps. In some 
areas this latter feature is so prominent as to 

fully protected from washing they are fairly pro-
ductive. ' 

Ma'I"!J'Villti lime8Wne.-This limestone is present 
in the zone running south of Morganton and in a 
narrow belt southeaat of Beaver Ridge. Its name 
is taken from its great development near Mary. 
ville, in Blount County. The formation consists 
of massive, blue limestone, with little change in 
appearance except frequent earthy, siliceous bands 
and occasional grayish·blue and mottled beds. In 
thickness it ranges from 150 feet to nothing in 
the Beaver Ridge belt, and from 35Q to 400 feet 
south of Morganton. Fossils are rare in these 
beds, but occasional trilobites are found. During 
the early part of the deposition of this limestone 
in the Morganton belt, shales were deposited in 
the Beaver Ridge belt that can not be separated 
from the shales of the Rogersville epoch. 

The limestone decays readily by solution and 
forms a deep, red clay. From this many ledges 
of limestone, especially of the upper beds, pro· 
trude, but the whole formation occupies valleys. 
Its soils are·clayey and are deep and strong, form
ing some of the best farming lands in the State. 

NoUckuchtJ shak.-This formation is shown in 
the same belts as the preceding one. It is named 
from the Nolichucky River, along whose course 
in Greene County the shale is well exhibited. 
The formation is composed of calcareous shales 
and shaly limestones, with beds of massive, blue 
limestone in the upper portion. When fresh, the 
shales and shaly limestones are bluish.gray and 
gray in color; but they weather readily to various 
shades of yellow, brown, red, and green. Over 
the greater part of this region the formation is 
very nearly uniform, and contains only yellow 
and greenish-yellow shale. Where the Maryville 
formation was deposited as shale it is impossible 
to separate it from this formation. The thickness 
of the formation remains quite constant at 450 to 
500 feet. 

secure for them the name of "comby)' ridges. This formation is the most fossiliferous of the 
The lower bed~, on account of their more sandy Cambrian strata, and remains of animals, espe-
nature, are most evident in the topography. cially trilobites and lingulm, are very common. 

On the divides the soils are thin and sandy; Solution of the calcareous parts is so rapid that 
down the slopes and hollows considerable wash the rock is rarely seen in a fresh condition. After 
accumulates and the soil is deep and strong. The removal of the soluble constituents decay is slow, 
nne particles of rock and sand render the soil and proceeds by the direct action of frost and 
light, and it is rather easily washed unless pro- rain. Complete decay produces a stiff, yellow 
tected. In the hollows the timber is large and clay. The covering of soil is accordingly thin, 
vegetation strong. unless the formation presents very gentle slopes, 

RUtledgd limestont'.-The Rutledge formation which is the case on the southeast side of the 
occurs in two areas southeast of Morganton. It valley, where a deep, yellow clay results. In 
is named from its fine development in the valley most other areas the shale forms the slopes along 
of Rutledge, in Grainger County, Tennessee. As the Knox dolomite ridges, the soil is thin and full 
a whole the strata are limestone, but there are of shale fragments, and rock outcrops are £re. 
many beds of greep. and yellow, calcareous shale quent. The soils are well drained by the frequent 
toward the base, which form a passage into the partings of the shale, but at their best they are 
Rome formation. The limestones are massive, poor and liable to wash. 
and range in color frotn blue to dark.blue, black, Conasauga shak.-This is the commonest Cam
and gray. In: the belts of Cambrian strata north brian formation in this region. It consists of 
of Morganton the formation is not present as a calcareous shales, shaly limestones, and thin beds 
limestone, but 8.S calcareous shale, which can not of massive limestone. In the belt passing north 
be distinguished from the Conasauga and Rogers- of Copper Ridge the base of the formation is 
ville shales. The thickness of the formation, marked by a thin bed of limestone conglomerate, 
where it can be distinguished, is 200 feet. and in many other localities by a bed of oolitic 

The highly calcareous nature of the rock causes limestone. This formation waa accumulated duro 
it to weather easily, and it invariably forms low ing the deposition of the Rutl~dge limestone, 
valleys or slopes along Rome sandstone ridges. Rogersville shale, and Maryville limestone, and 
Underground drainage through sinks is a common represents the near..shore, muddier sediment of 
feature of this limestone. Deep, rich, red clay those times These limestones gradually thin 
covers its areas, and outcrops are few. The soils out and are replaced by the Conasauga shale, as 
of the formation are very rich and strong and are. shown south of Beaver Ridge. In characteristics 
among the most valuable of the soils that are of soil and topography it is identical with the 
derived directly from rock in place. Nolichucky shale. The thickness of the forma-

ROf/&rBVilk shale.-This shale, like the preced. tion ranges from 600 to 850 feet. 
ing limestone, can be distinguished in only one 
zone within the boundaries of this sheet. In the SILUlUAN ROOKS. 

areas north of Morganton it can not be separated Koo(J) dolomite.-Although the Knox dolomite 
from the Rutledge shale. It consists chiefly of does not belong entirely in the Silurian, a large 
bright-green, argillaceous shales, with occasional part of it does, and as the formation can not be 
beds of thin, red, sandy shale and blue limestone. divided it is all classed as Silurian. The lower 
It ranges from 200 to 225 feet in thickness. part of it contains middle Cambrian fossils and 

Numerous remains of trilobites are found in the the upper part Silurian fossils, especially gastero
shales, which show the formation to be of middle pods; but it is impossible to draw any b.oundary 
Cambrian age. between the parts of the formation. 

Excepting the small beds of limestone, the for-I The Knox dolomite is the most important and 
mation is but little soluble. It decays down the widespread of all the valley rocks. Its name 
numerous partings into thin, green scales and I comes from Knoxville, in Knox County, which 
:flakes, which are gradually broken up by rain rests upon one of .its areas. The formation con
and frost. Outcrops are frequent, but the rock is I' sists of a great series of blue, gray, and whitish 
soft and forms only small knolls in the limestone limestones and dolomites. Many of the beds are 
valleys. Its soils are always thin and full of banded with thin, brown, siliceous streaks and 
Hakes of shale, and are rapidly drained by the are very fihe.grained and massive. Within these 
numerous partings of the shale. When care· I beds are nodules and masses of black cherl, 

Loudon-8. 

locally called "flint, " and their variations are the 
only changes in the formation. The cherts are 
most conspicuous over the northwestern part of 
this area. The formation is usually 13,500 feet 
thick, and varies from this to 2,500 and 3,800 feet. 

The amount of earthy matter in the dolomites 
is very small (from 5 to 15 per cent), the rest 
being mainly carbonate of lime and magnesia. 
Deposition went on very slowly, and must have 
lasted for a very long time in order to accumulate 
so great a thickness of this kind of rock. The 
dolomite, on this account, represents a longer 
epoch than any of the other Appalachian forma
tions. 

Decay of the dolomite is speedy, on account of 
the solubility of its materials, and outcrops are 
seen only near the stream cuts. The formation is 
covered to great depth by red clay, through which 
are scattered the insoluble cherts. These are 
slowly concentrated by decay of the overlying 
rock, and where most plentiful they constitute so 
large a part of the soil as to make cultivation 
almost impossible. When weathered the cherts 
are white and broken into sharp, angular frag
ments. Areas of much chert are always high, 
broad, rounded ridges protected by the cover of 
chert; such are Black Oak and Copper ridges. 
Regions of little chert form r?lling ground rising 
hat little above the surrounding rocks; this is 
the nature of the southeastern portion of the area. 
Soils of the dolomite are strong and of great 
depth. Their great drawback is the presence of 
chert, but when this is of small amount the soils 
are very productive. Areas of cherty soil are 
always subject to drought, on account of the eMY 
drainage produced by the chert, and in such 
localities underground drainage and sinks are the 
rule. Water is there obtained only in sinks 
stopped up with mud, in wells, or in rare springs. 
Chert ridges are covered by chestnut, hickory, 
and oak to such an extent as often to be named 
for those trees. 

Ohicka.malUga lVmestone.-This formation OCOUl'S 
in many areas in the northwestern part of the 
district mapped. It is named for its occurrence 
on Chickamauga Creek, Hamilton County, Ten· 
nessee. It consists of massive, blue and gray 
limestones, shaly and argillaceous limestones, and 
variegated maJ:'bles. These beds are all very 
fossiliferous, and fragments of corals, crinoids, 
brachiopods, and gasteropods are so abundant as 
sometimes to make most of the bulk of the rock. 
Variations are greater in this formation than in 
any of the valley rocks, both in thickness and 
appearance. On Poplar Creek it comprises 1,200 
feet of blue, red, and gray limestones and flaggy 
limestones. In the northeast part of the area 
mapped it consists of 500 to 700 feet of blue 
limestone and gray, argillaceous limestone beneath 
250 to 500 feet of marble. Along the southeast· 
ern side of the valley this formation is repre
sented by a thin belt of blue and gray, argillace
ous limestone, sometimes 50 feet thick and usually 
absent entirely. Between these extremes there is 
every variation of thickness and composition. 

The upper beds of the formation often consist 
of more or less coarsely crystalline marble, and 
are extensively worked for ornamental stone. 
The rock may have been deposited in crystalline 
form, or it may have been changed by the passage 
of water between the grains of the rock, dissolv
ing and recrystallizing the carbonate of lime. 
The insoluble and shaly parts were left 
unchanged, and the forms of the fossils are 
plainly visible in the matrix of white carbonate 
of lime. These more crystalline beds, while 
usually at the top, vary somewhat in position, 
especially west of Loudon, where they are devel 
oped at the very bottom of the formation. 

As would be expected from the amount of lime 
that it contains, the formation always occupies 
low ground. Decay is rapid by solution, but 
varies greatly in the different varieties of rock. 
The marbles and purer limestone weather 
deeply into a rich, red clay, through which occa
sionalledges appear. Many of the massive blue 
limestones invariably make ledges, and are regular 
features of the surface of the formation upon 
slopes protected from weather by the overlying 
Tellico sandstone. Over the shaly varieties the 
soil is less deep and strong, and frequent outcrops 
occur. This is especially the case in the large 
areas of the formation passing through Loudon 
and Louisville, where the limestone is quite 
argillaceous. There the rock is very scantily 

covered with clay, and on many hills most of the 
surface is bare rock. Curious knots and eye. 
shaped lumps of weathered limestone are very 
characteristic of this type of rock, which is cov· 
ered by natural growths of cedar. Soils of the 
marble and heavy limestones are deep and very 
fertile, forming some of the best lands in the 
Great Valley. Those derived from the shaly 
limestones are also very rich whenever they attain 
any depth, but they need careful tillage to pre· 
vent washing. 

Atkens shak.-The Athens shale is developed 
in a long belt near the southeastern border of the 
valley. The shale is named for its occurrence at 
Athens, McMinn County, Tennessee. It is every. 
where composed of blue and black shales, which 
do not vary in appearance. The black shales are 
found at the bottom of the series and contain 
lingulre and numerous graptolites. The blue 
shales gradually replace the black shales in pass
ing up through the seli.es, and when fresh consist 
of thin, light-blue, shaly limestone. This forma
tion was deposited at about the same time as the 
Chickamauga limestone in areas farther north
west, and is the argillaceous sediment accumu
lated near shore, while .the purer calcareous beds 
gathered fBxther away. 

Exposure to weather soon removes the lime and 
reduces the rock first to bluish-gray, then to dull
yellow and grayish.yellow, shale. The nne grain 
and soluble nature of the shale cause it to form 
valleys throughout this area. Its soils are thin 
on hillsides, but wash down and accumulate to 
considerable depths on the low ground. They 
consist of yellow and brown clays and are too 
compact and cold to be of great value. When 
they are mingled in the lower ground with sand 
from the adjacent Tellico sandstone they become 
more open and light and produce better crops. 

Tellico sarulsto1uJ.-Areas of this sandstone are 
quite common, the principal one lying a few 
miles northwest of Chilhowee Mountain. The 
excellent section cut by Tellico River, in Monroe 
County, Tennessee, gives the formation its name. 
The strata consist of bluish.gray and gray calcare· 
ous sandstones and sandy shales closely inter· 
bedded. These weather by solution of the lime 
into a porous, sandy rock with a strong-red color, 
so pronounced as to give the name "red knobs" 
to many of its areas. The beds vary considerably 
in thickness and in the amount of sandy materia1. 
In the northeastern part of the district mapped 
the formation consists of 250 feet of calcareous 
and sandy shales, with one small bed of sand· 
stone. In the high knobs' around Louisville it is 
about 500 feet thick and is composed of calcare
ous, sandy shales with many interbedded sand· 
stones; a few small beds of marble are included 
here and there. At Houk, in the southeastern 
belt, there are 900 feet of reddish sandstone and 
sandy shale. The amount of sand in the forma· 
tion decreases northwestward, so that the forma· 
tion can not be recognized northwest of the 
Loudon belt, its place being taken by shales and 
limestones. The sandy material represents the 
coarser shore sediment of that time. 

Decay of this formation is rapid, so far as solu· 
tion goes, and outcrops are few, but the sandy 
skeleton remains and is sufficiently hard to cause 
considerable eminences. Its areas are marked by 
rounded knobs and ridges, which are deep·red 
where the soil is exposed, and are repeatedly 
traversed by streams. The large proportion of 
sand and the general steepness of slopes render 
the soil liable to wash. Only the lower portions 
of the slopes are much tilled, therefore, although 
the soils are everywhere deep, light, and fairly 
fertile. 

Sevier shaul.-This formation appears in two 
basins, one passing southeast of Louisville and 
the other immediately northwest of Chilhowee 
Mountain. It is so named because of its great 
development in the latter area, in'Sevier County. 
As a whole it is a thick series of calcareous, 
yellow .shales, weathered from light.blue, shaly 
limestone, and similar to the Athens shale; to 
these are added in places beds of gray limestone 
or variegated marble and beds of sandy shale and 
calcareous sandstone. Southeast of Louisville 
the formation has 200 to 300 feet of gray argil. 
laceous limestone, gray and variegated marble, 
and shaly limestone, followed by 1,000 to 1,200 
feet of calcareous, yellow shales with occasional 
thin limestone beds and sandy shales. Between 
Houk and Alleghany Springs there are two heavy 

., 



beds of sandy shale and calcareous sandstone, I DEVONIAN BOCKS. By reason of their very siliceous nature the 
interbe~ded with light-blue,. shaly limestone, as Ohattulnooga black shale.-This formation occurs sandstones of this formation are almost insoluble, 
shown In the columnar sectIOn. The shales are , in a single DarroW belt parallel to Chilhowee and make sha.rp, prominent mountains. Lines of 
precisely like tbe Athens shale, and the sand-: Mountain and in three s~aller areas in the north. cliffs accompany its course, and the stream gaps 
stout'S Me very similar to the Tel~ico sandston~. , western ;art of the district mapped. It is so are narrow, rocky gorges. Its soils are so thin 
Southwestwllrd the sall~tone8 lI1crease, until named because of its occurrence at Chattanooga, and are 80 blocked with sandstone fragments as 
they become mo::e pr.oIDment than the shales Tennessee. This belt is its only occurrence in to be worthless except for the occasional good 
southwest of. TellICO RIver, and many small beds Tennessee or Virginia on the eastern side of the timber on the lower slopes. 
of pure whIte sandstone. occur. ~oward the Great Valley, and is notable on that account. Briceville 8kale.~A small belt of this shale lies 
northwest the s~dy sedIment rapuliy It'sse~s, Some of its outcrops contain fossil lingulre. In immediately northwest of Walden Ridge. The 
a~d. does not appear beyo~d Loudon .. Fossils this region it is a bed of black, calcareous and formation is composed mainly of b]uish.gray and 
SImilar to t~ose of. the ChIckamauga hmesto~e carbonaceous shale with no variations of composi. black shale, and contains many small beds of 
are common ill the lImestones and marbles of thIS tion. It is in many places unconformably sandstone and workable seams of ca"al. Three 
formation. deposited on the Silurian rocks, and its upper hundred feet of the formation appear in this 

These different beds produce surfaces and soils layers for a few feet are interbedded with the area, but it is possible that the thickness is 
similar to those of the Athens shale and Tellico Grainger shale when that formation is present. slightly reduced by a fault near Walden Ridge. 
sandstone, but are slightly less well.de:fined. The On Rccount of its softness it is usually much Only one coal bed has been worked in this 
description or the soils and topography of the covered with wash from adjacent formations, and vicinity, and that shows an average of 42 inches 
latter formation, therefore, applies to these beds. its thickness is hard to determine. Near Chilo of good coal. 

Bays sandstone.-This formation occurs in this howee Mountain it ranges in thickness from 6 to The shales, owing to their fine grain, offer 
region in the basin just northwest of Chilhowee 80 feet, being thinnest west of Little. Tennessee little resistance to weather, and the formation 
Mountain and in ,a small area north of Clinch River; north of Clinch River it is 80 feet thick. always occupies low ground. The sandstone beds 
River. It is so named because of its frequent It occupies depressions of small size, and neither are hard enough to cause the formation of small 
outcrops in the Bays Mountains of Hawkins and its surface forms nor its soils are of importance. knobs, but are too thin to produce prominent 
Greene counties, Tennessee. Changes in its com· . (}radnger shale.~Two areas of Grainger shale. ridges. The lowest beds are almost invariably 
position are very smal1, and it is generally a occur in this district: that along Chilhowee occupied by streams in narrow vaneys. The 
red, calcareous sandstone. There is a small Mountain, and its continuation southwestward. soils are thin and poor, and are much encumbered 
amount of feldspathic matter in the rock, slightly Its name is derived from Grainger County, Ten. with waste from the sandstone beds aDli from the 
greater toward the southwest. The red color is nessee, where it is weH displayed. It comprises Lee conglomerate. Where the valleys widen 
very marked and persistent. Great variations flaggy sandstones, sandy shales, and sandstones, much they contain bottoms with a fairly good, 
occur in its thickness. Along Poplar Creek the with white sandstone and red and brown sandy sandy soil. 
amount of sand is so small that the lormation is shales at the top; and this series is present 
nearly a limestone, and runs from 100 fe.et in thick· throughout. AU beds below the white sandstone 
ness down to nothing. Near Emory Rive:r it is are bluish.gray when fresh, and weather out green 
absent altogether. In the belt next to Chilhowee and greenish-gray. Among the lower sandy 
Mountain it Increases from 1,100 feet to 1,500 shales are fossils, such as fenestellre, lingulre, and 
feet toward the southwest, and some small beds brachiopods; and in the bottom flags are many 
of white sandstone appear. This is the change impressions of the supposed seaweed, Spi1"Ophyton 
common in shore deposits, where the amount of oauda-galli. These beds retain their thickness of 
sediment diminishes rapidly from the point of 1,100 feet with the greatest regularity. 

STRUCTURE. 

supply. The siliceous matter in these rocks causes them 

.J)efinition of terms.-As the mattlrials forming 
the rocks of this region were deposited upon the 
sea bottom, they must originally have extended in 
nearly horizontal layers. At present, however, 
the beds are usually not horizontal, but are 
inclined at various angles, their edges appearing 
at the surface. The angle at which they are 
inclined i. called the dip. A bed which dip' 
beneath the surface may elsewhere be found ris
ing; the fold, or trough, between two such out· 
crops is caHed a synoline. A stratum rising from 
one syncline may often be found to bend over and 
descend into another; the fold, or arch, between 
two such outcrops is called an antioline. Syn. 
clines and anticlines side by side form simple 
folded structure. A synclinal axis is a line run
ning lengthwise in the synclinal trough, at every 
point occupying its lowest part, toward which the 

Owing to the amount of calcareous matter that to make a ridge of considerable height and of 
it contains, the Bays sandstone never stands straight, even top. The crest of this is composed 
at great altitudes, even where it is thick Its of the white sandstone bed, and its flanks of the 
surfaces are low knobs of no definite shape or sandy shales. Owing to the hardness of the 
arrangement. Decay is never deep, but the sandy white sandstone the slopes of the formation are 
residue is loose and crumbling and does not resist steep and strewn with sandstone fragments. 
wear. Soils are invariably thin on this rock, and These features, added to the poverty of the soil 
its surfaces are more often bare than those of any on account of its thin and sandy nature, make 
other valley formation except the Chickamauga this formation of little agricultural value. 
limestone. 

Olinch sand8ton.e.~The same basin along Chilo 
howee Mountain that contains the Bays sandstone 
has three small areas of Clinch sandstone. This 
formation consists entirely of white sandstone, 
and varies in thickness from 130 feet to nothing. 
Southwest of Little Tennessee Diver it is usually 
mm 4 to 10 feet thick, and rapidly increases 
northeast of the river. At a point northeast of 
Alh·ghany Springs the formation was eroded 
itftt'r its deposition, so that the next formation, 
the Devonian shale, was laid down directly upon 
the Bays sandstone. - The formation is incon· 
spicuous in its effect upon topography and soil, 
and is of interest chiefly because it represents a 
formation important in Clinch Mountain, whence 
it takes its name. 

Roohwood fo .. ",ation.-North of Olinch River 
four small ar~as of this formation occur. It con· 
sists of red and yeHow calcareous ~hales and red. 
dish and blue shaly limestones. The beds in the 
upper part of the formation are somewhat sandy, 
and in the Bear Creek area are sufficiently hard 
to have produced a high ridge. Deposits of 
fossiliferous iron ore are found in the calcareous 
shale8, especially in the vicinity oi Oakdale 
Furnace. The division between the Chicka· 
mauga limestone and thi~ formation is not sharp 
in this region, and the two grade into each other 
to some extent. The formation probably repre· 
sents a large part of the waste of the Clinch sand. 
stone during its erosion, for, in the regions where 
the latter was ~roded, no Rockwood shale appears 
to have been deposited and the Devonian shale 
lies directly upon the B~ys sandstone. 

The amount of sand in the rock causes it to 
resist so~ution and wear and to occupy high 
ground, usually a sharp, even ridge with numer· 
ous stream gaps. Its soils are thin and sandy, 
and, situated as they usually are on the slopes of 
ridges, are but little used. On account of their 
shallow and sandy nature, these soils are of very 
little value except in the small hollows, where 
the waste has collected. These support some 
fairly good timber, but are very limited in extent. 

CARBONIFEROUS ROCKS. rocks dip on either side. An anticlinal axis is a 
Newman Umestone.-This formation is the line which occupies at every point the highest 

latest of the valley rocks that occur in this portion of the anticlinal arch, and away from 
region, and lies in the same basins that hold the which the rocks dip on either side. The axes 
Grainger shale. It is so named because of its may be horizontal or inclined. Its departure 
great outcrops in Newman Ridge, Hancock from the horizontal is called the pitch, and is 
County, Tennessee. Near Chilhowee Mountain usuaHy but a few degrees. In districts where 
the formation has 100 feet of massive blue lime· strata are folded they are also frequently broken 
stone at the base, followed by 500 feet or more of across, and the arch is thrust over upon the 
gray, calcareous shale and shaly limestone. No trough. Such a break is called afault. If the 
variations are observable in this area. The bot· arch is worn away and the syncline is buried 
tom limestone is largely made up of fragments of beneath the overthrust mass, the strata at the 
crinoids, corals, and brachiopods of Carbonifero surface may all dip in one direction. They then 
ous age. North of Clinch River it consists appear to have been deposited in a continuous 
entirely of 700 feet of massive blue limestone, series. Folds and faults are often of great magni. 
and lies directly upon the Chattanooga shale. A tude, their dimensions being measured by miles, 
considerable number or ,chert nodules are con· but they also occur on a very small, even a micro· 
tained in the base of this limestone, and their scopic, scale. In folds and faults of the ordinary 
white fragments strew the surface when type, rocks change their form mainly by motion 
weathered. These, like the limestone itseH, are on the bedding planes. In the more minute dis
full of fossils, chiefly crinoids. locations, however, the individual fragments of 

The soluble nature of th~ formation consigns the rocks are bent, broken, and slipped past each 
it to the valleys, where it fOnDS a slightly rolJing other, causing oleavage. Extreme development of 
surface. Rarely its cherty portions are hard these minute dislocations is attended by the 
enough to cause high ground and rounded ridges. growth of new minerals out of the fragments of 
It forms a red clay when decayed, but this is the o]d-a process which is called m.eta'fTUJ1'jJhism. 
seldom seen in its natural condition, on account 8tl'udwre of the Appalaehialn province.-Three 
of the wash from the adjacent formations. Its distinct types of st~cture occur in the Appala. 
soils, which are naturally good, are thus rendered chian province, each one prevailing in a separate 
of small value for agriculture. area cOITesponding to one of the three geographic 

Lee aonglomerate.-The only area of this for· divisions. In the plateau region and westward 
mation occurring in the district mapped is found the rocks are generally flat and retain their orig
in Walden Ridge. It consists of a bed of massive ina! composition. In the valley the rocks have 
sandstone, 900 feet thick; near the base is a small been steeply tilted, bent into folds, broken by 
bed of quartz conglomerate, and several of the faults, and to some extent altered into slates. In 
sandstone layers are coarse and conglomeratic. the mountain district, fauIts and folds are import. 
A bed of shale, about 20 feet thick, lies 100 feet ant features of the structure, but cleavage and 
above the base of the formation, and contains a metamorphism are equally conspicuous. 
bed of coal, which has been worked northeast of The folds and faults of the valley region are 
Oakdale Furnace. A similar and thicker shale parallel to each other and to the western shore of 
bed near the top of the formation also carries a I the ancient continent. They extend from north. 
thin bed of coal. At the middle of the for.mation east to southwest, and single struct,ures may be 
there is an unconformity by erosion, extending very long. Faults 800 miles long are known, and 
through at least 20 feet of the sandstone. folds of even greater length occur. The crests of 

most folds continue at the same height for great 
distances, so that they present the same forma.
tions. Often adjacent folds are nearly equal in 
height, and the same beds appear and reappear at 
the surface. Most of the beds dip at angles 
greater than 10"; frequently the sides of the folds 
are compressed until they are parallel. General1y 
the folds are smallest, most numerous, and most 
closely squeezed in thin-bedded rock8, such as 
shale and shaly limestone. Perhaps the most 
striking feature of the folding is the prevalence of 
southeastward dips. In some sections across the 
southern portion of the Appalachian Valley 
scarcely a bed can be found which dips toward 
the northwest. 

Faults were developed in the northwestern 
sides of anticlines, varying in extent and· fre
quency with the changes in the stl·ata. Almost 
every fault plane dips toward the southeast and 
is approximately parallel to the bedding planes 
of the rocks lying southeast of the fault. The 
fractures extend across bt'ds many thousand feet 
thick, and in places the upper strata are prishel! 
over the lower as far as 6 or 8 miles. There is a 
progressive change in character of deformation 
from northeast to southwest, resulting in different 
types in different places. In southern New York 
folds and faults are rare and small; passing 
through Pennsylvania toward Virginia, they 
become more numerous and steep6l'. In southern 
Virginia they are closely compressed and often 
closed, while occasional faults appear. The folds, 
in passing through Virginia into Tennessee, are 
more and more broken by faults. In the c~ntral 
part of the valley of Tennessee, folds are gener· 
ally so obscured by faults that t.he ~t.1"flt~'l. furlll a 
Meries of nalTOW, m·erhlpping blocks, all dipping 
southeastward. Thence the stl1lcture remains 
nearly the same southward into Alabama; the 
faults become fewer in numper, however, and 
their horizontal displacement is much greater, 
while the remaining folds are somewhat more 
open. 

In the AppaJachian Mountains the southeast· 
ward dips, close folds, and faults that character· 
ize the Great Valley are repeated. The strata are 
also traversed by the minute breaks of cleavage 
and metamorphosed by the growth,of new ruiner
also The cleavage planes dip to the east at from 
20" to 90", usually about 60". This form of altera. 
tion is somewhat developed in the vaHey as slaty 
cleavage, but in the mountains it becomes impor
tant and frequently destroys all other structures. 
All rocks were subjected to this process, and the 
final products of the metamorphism of very differ
ent rocks are often indistinguishable from one 
another. Throughout the eastern Appalachian 
province there is a regular increase of metamor· 
phism toward the southeast, so that a bed quite 
unaltered at the border of the Great Valley can 
be traced through greater and greater changes 
until it has lost every original character. 

The structures above described are the result 
chiefly of compression, which acted in a north· 
west-southeast ilirection, at right angles to the 
trend of the folds and of the cleavage plant's. 
The force of compression became effective early 
in the Paleozoic era, and reappeared at various 
epochs up to its culmination, soon after the close 
of the Carboniferous period. 

In addition to this force of compression, the 
province has been affected by other forces, which 
acted in a vertical direction and repeatedly raised 
or depressed its surface. The compressive forces 
were limited in effect to a narrow zone. Broader 
in its e:ffect and less intense at any point, the 
vertical force was felt throughout the province. 

Three periods of high land near the sea and 
three periods of low land are indicated by the 
character of the Paleozoic sediments. In post. 
Paleozoic time, also, there have been at ]e~t four 
and probably more periods of decided oscillation 
of the land, due to the action of vertical force. 
In most cases the movements have resulted in the 
warping of the surface, and the greatest uplift 
has OCCUlTed nearly along the line of the Great 
Valley. 

Sf;ruotwl'e aeations.~ The sections on the struc
ture sheet represent the strata as they would 
appear in the sides of a deep trench cut across 
the country. Their position with reference to the' 
map is on the line at the upper edge of the blank 
space. The vertical and horizontal scales are the 
same, so that the actual form and slope of the 
land and the actual dips of the strata are'shown. 



These sections represent the structure as it is is parallel to the adjoining strata, as in the valley 
inferred from the position of the strata observed faults, but it is unlike them in having no apparent 
at the surface. On the scale of the map they can connection with an anticline. Over most or its 
not represent the minute details of structure, and course its plane lies in the Wilhite slate, and it 
they are therefore somewhat generalized from the appears to be a great slip along the thin Wilhite 
dips observed in a belt a few miles in width along strata rather than a break. in a close anticline. 
the line of the section. One short fault, southeast of Chilhowee Moun· 

Faults are represented on the map by a heavy tain, shows the very rare feature of a northwest 
solid or broken line, and in the sections by a line dip. This, too, is nearly parallel to the strata 
whose inclination shows the probable dip of the on either side. 
fault plane, the arrows indicating the direction in Folds are as common in the mountains as in the 
which the strata have been moved on its opposite valley, but the mountain folds lack the great 
sides. regularity of those in the valley. Since the beds 

S&ru.cflwre of the Lmulon area.-The rocks of are more massive in the mountains, the folds are 
this area have been disturbed from the horizontal also rather larger. They are also less closely com· 
position in which they were deposited, and have pressed than in the valley district. The unusual 
been bent and broken to a high degree. The feature of the folds is the extent to which their 
lines along which the changes took place run in a crests rise and fall where transverse folds cross 
northeast-southwest direction, and the individual the longitudinal ones. These transverse uplifts 
folds or faults run for great distances in quite sometimes have dips as steep as the longitudinal 
straight lines. On the accompanying sheet of folds. 
sections the extent of these deformations is shown. 'fhe details of metamorphism, the third mode 
The position of the rocks under ground is cal· of change in the mountain rocks, have been given 
culated from dips observed at the surface and under the different formations. The process was 
from the known thickness of the formations. in general as follows: The minerals first changed 

Three districts exist in the area mapped, in position during the folding of the rock. fractur. 
which the types of deformation differ materially. ing more and more, while new miperals, especially 
These are nearly coincident with the topographic quartz and mica, grew out of the fragments of the 
and geologic divisions: the valley district, the feldspar. These new minerals were arranged 
mountain district, and the plateau district. parallel to the planes along which the rocks 

The rocks of the valley have been thrown out moved, and caused planes of schistosity, char· 
of their original position by folds and by faults. acterized by easy splitting parallel to the mic .. 
These are distributed over the whole area and are The planes of motion and fracture dip to the east, 
of the same type. The folds are long and straight, usually from 500 to 600 ; when the J,"OCks lie at 
and are usually closely squeezed, often so far that similar angles the bedding and schistosity coin· 
the rocks on the western side of the anticlines cide; when the rocks dip at widely diflerent 
were bent up until vertical and then pushed angles the bedding is apt to be obliterated by the 
beyond the vertical. The dips range from flat to schistosity, especially in weathered rocks. This 
vertical and thence to 50° overturned; the average change of form increases in a southeast direction, 
fold dips 40° on the southeast and -too to 90° on beginning with mere cleavage without change of 
the overturned side. minerals neal' Chilhowee Mountain, but the alter· 

The rocks in this region have been compressed ation is not conspicuous within the limits of this 
so far that the folds are almost universally over· area. Rocks of fine grain and feldspathic nature 
turned; in section D, running completely across have been altered most. 
the valley belt, only five limited areas show north· The latest form in which yielding to pressure 
west dips. The folded belt, owing to this great is displayed in this region is vertica.l uplift or 
compression, is narrower than at any point toward depression. Evidence can be found of such 
the northeast. Sections B, D, and E illustrate movements at various intervals during the depo. 
the only open fold of the region, passing south·' sition of the sediments, as at both beginning and 
east of Loudon. The same sections also illustrate end of the epochs of deposition of the Knox dolo
the closed folds pll88ing through Madisonville. mite, the Athens shale, and following the deposi. 
Overturned folds appear in section D, near tion of the Clinch sandstone and Newman lime
Lenoir, and in section F near Sweetwater. stone. After the great period of Appalachian 

Associated with the anticlinal uplifts are the folding already described such uplifts took place 
faults, fifteen in number. Like the broken arches again, and are recorded in surface forms. While 
from which they are formed, the faults are long the land stood at one altitude for a long time, most 
and straight. They are situated on the north. of the rocks were worn down nearly to a level 
western side of the anticlines j at that point the surface, or peneplain. One such surface was 
horizontal pressure is square across the beds, so developed over all of the valley district, and its 
that they are least able to resist it, and break more or less worn remnants are now seen in the 
there if anywhere. The planes of the faults are hills and ridges, at elevations of 1,000 to 1,200 
nearly parallel to the beds on the southeast side feet. Since its formation, uplift of the land gave 
of the folds; so that, when motion along the break the streams greater slope and greater power to 
has been great or when the upper parts of the wear; they have therefore worn down into the 
fold have been worn away, only rocks with the old surface to varying depth, according to their 
same dip remain. This is illustrated· especially size, and have produced the narrow, deep cuts in 
well in section D, northwest of Lenoir. Few of which the streams now flow. As they are still 
the principal folds remain unbroken, and no other wearing their channels downward, and but little 
section across the valley districts shows as many laterally, they have not reached the grade to 
faults as this. The planes of the faults dip from which the old peneplain was worn. The amount 
20° to 60° southeast, most of them about 45°. of uplift was possibly 500 to 600 feet, much 
The amount of displacement varies from nothing more than the depth of the present stream.-cuts. 
up to 5 miles, the latter being the least measure Traces of another and earlier peneplain can be 
of the fanlt ionnediately northwest of Chilhowee found in Walden Ridge, at 1,600 feet, and in 
Mountain. On most of the faults the displace. various ridges forming the lower portion of the 
ment is from 1 to 8 miles. The arch and cor· mountain district. These are quite obscure, and 
responding basin northwest of Madisonville (sec- the plains were almost removed during the for. 
tions D, E, and F) illustrate the formation of a mation of the later ones. It is probable that 
fault from a fold, by the overturning and final there were many such pauses and uplifts in this 
breaking of the northwestern beds. Similar region, but their records have been almost entirely 
developments are shown in the fault passing removed. Doubtless still others occurred which 
southeast of Sweetwater (sections D, E, and F). were not of sufficient length to permit peneplains 

The second structural province of this region to form and to record the movement. 
lies southeast of a line along Chilhowee Moun· 
tain, passing through the comer of the district 
mapped. In this province the rocks have not 
only been deformed by folds and faults, as in the 
valley, but also by change of their minera.ls, or 
metamorphism. The folds and faults themselves 
have many features not shown in the valley. 
Two large faults occur, one on either side of Chil· 
howee Mountain, and rour minor ones closely 
adjoining. The fanlt southeast of Chilhowee 
dips at a much I ... angle than do the faults in 
the valley, and sometimes is nearly flat; its plane 

Loudon-B. 

MINERAL RESOURCES. 

The rocks of this region which are valuable 
for use in the natural state are coal, marble, 
slate, building stone, and road material. Other 
materials derived from the rocks are iron, lime, 
cement, and clay. Through their soils they are 
valuable for crops and timber; and in the grades 
which they establish on the streams they cause 
abundant water.power. 

Cbal.-Bituminous coal occurs in many seams 
in the Carboniferous rocks in the northwestern 

part of this region. The coal.bearing area 
included. in the district mapped is small and is a 
portion of the large field extending northeaet and 
southwest for many miles. Seams have been 
mined north of Oakdale Furnace and on Little 
Emory River. The bed near Oakdale averages 
about 4 feet in thickness, but dips at a very high 
angle, owing to its location near a line of folding. 
Operations are now carried on along the branches 
of Little Emory River, where the rocks are 
slightly rolling and nearly Jlat. The seam worked 
varies from 2 to 5 feet in thickness, with occa· 
sional thicker pockets, and lies in the lower part 
of the Briceville shale, like the seam worked in 
the same formation at Big Mountain, Briceville, 
and Coa.l Creek, shown on the Briceville sheet. 
Other thin seams of varying thickness lie near 
the top of the conglomerate and in the Briceville 
shale, but these are of no practical value. 

These coals are all of good quality for shop 
and steam use, but have not been worked to great 
depths. They are well above water·level and 
much cut into by the minor drainage lines. Their 
proximity to the line of change from vertical to 
:liat strata has rendered them somewhat irregular 
in thickness. 

Marhle.-Marbles are found in great quantity 
in the Chickamauga limestone in most of its 
eastern outcrops, and also in the Sevier shale. 
The distribution of the marbles and quarries is 
shown on the economic sheet. Their chief 
development is in the belts passing near Loudon 
and Louisville, and is due as much to superior 
means of transportation as to the quality of the 
rock. 

The total thickness of marble, in places as 
great as 400 feet, is by no means available for 
commercial use. The rock must be of desirable 
color, must quarry in blocks of large size free 
from cracks or impure layers, and must be of 
fine, close texture. The variations in all of these 
characters are due to differences in the sediment 
at the time of its deposition. Carbonate of lime, 
iron oxide, and clay were deposited together with 
.hells of large and small mollusks. The firmness 
of the rock depends upon a large proportion of 
the lime, while the dark, rich colors are due to 
the oxide of iron; but if the latter was present 
with clay in large proportion the rock is a worth· 
less shale. The color is due to the presence of 
very fine grains of iron oxide, either limonite or 
hematite, and varies from ·cream, yellow, brown, 
chocolate, red, and pink to blue, in endless 
variety. Absence of iron oxides results in 
gray, grayish.white, and white. The colors are 
either scattered uniformly through the rock or 
are collected into separate crystals or patches of 
crystals j forms such as fossils are usually of pure 
white calcite. The curious and fantastic arrange· 
ment of the colors is one of the chief beauties of 
the marbles. Like the shaly matter, the iron 
oxide is an impurity, and the two are apt to 
accompany each other. The most highly prized 
rock, therefore, is a balance between the pure 
and the impure, and slight changes in the form 
of sedim~mt result in poorer or better quality. 
Such changes are common in most sediments, and 
must be expected in quarrying the marble. Not 
only may a good bed become poor, but a poor 
bed may develop into good marble. 

These changes are illustrated by the disappear
ance of marble in the belt northwest of Madison· 
ville and by the shifting of the marble into the 
beds next to the Knox dolomite at Marble Bluff, 
west of Loudon. As a rule, however, the marble 
remains very constantly in the upper part of the 
Chickamauga limestone. The marbles of the 
Seveir shale are prominent at the bottom of the 
formation, but occasionally occur in the upper 
strata as well. They are similar to the Chicka· 
mauga marbles, but usually have not such rich 
colors, being oftenest of a gray color j and they 
contain more shaly beds. The belts passing south 
of Loudon and Louisville have this marble more 
highly developed than the other belts. It has 
been quarried only in the southeastern belt, near 
Mountainville, and farther southward at the 
Tellico River, and its beds are not now worked 
for want of transportation. 

W orksble beds are rarely over 50 feet thick, 
and usually in that thickness there is a combina
tion of several varieties. Quarries far separated 
from each other have quite distinct series of beds, 
and each quarry has its .pecial variety of marble. 
All marbles of this region are free from any 

siliceous impurity, and all of reasonable purity 
take a good polish and are unaffected by weather. 

The available localities for quarrying are limited 
by the attitude of the marble beds. Thebest 
situations are those in the northeastern portions 
of the belts, where the strata dip at small angles 
and cover a greater surface. In most of the other 
areas of marble the beds are more folded and dip 
at greater angles, so that prolonged quarrying 
will necessitate a great deal of stripping. Good 
marble abounds in these areas, however, and will 
be quarried in course of time, as more favorable 
localities are exhausted. 

Another rock of considerable beauty is the 
limestone conglomerate along the Little Tennes· 
see River south of Chilhowee Mountain. This 
rock is not strictly a. marble, because its partic1es 
are not wholly crystalline. The irregular forms 
and the different colors of its fragments give a 
very pleasing effect, although the colors are quiet 
and subdued. The small body of this rock di .. 
courages its development, and the frequent sand 
grains materially injure its polish. 

Blate.-Two formations in this region contain 
beds of slate, the Wilhite and the Pigeon slates. 
The Wilhite slate is too c81careous and soft for 
practical use. Quarries have been opened in the 
Pigeon slate along the Little Tennessee River at 
many points, and slates and :flags taken out for 
local use. Recently a quarry has been opened in 
the area of the Knoxville sheet 2 miles from the 
river and 3 miles southeast of Chilhowee, and 
much good material has been taken out for ship
ment. The slates are of fine, even grain, and 
split into slabs of any desirable size an inch 
thick, or into roofing slates one-quarter of an 
inch thick. In this particular quarry the cleavage 
crosses the bedding and produces ribbons on 
much of the slate. An old quarry about 2 miles 
north of this shows the cleavage and bedding 
coincident, and flags of great size are readily 
loosened. Some of the slate layers contain pyrite, 
necessitating selection of the material for use. 
There are a great number of available places for 
quarrying in the bIds along the river and the 
adjacent small streams on either side. That this 
slate resists weathering is amply proved by the 
high, sharp, slate cliffs that border the river along 
most of its course through the formation. 

Builditng stone.-Besides marble, which is used 
for ornamental building, the Knox dolomite, 
Chickamauga limestone, and Tellico sandstone 
are in use. The sandstone has been quarried in 
adjacent areas near Knoxville and used in that 
city for curbstones and foundations. It is readily 
worked on account of its frequent bedding planes, 
and is dressed with ease into any shape. The 
amount of silica that it contains ensures its hard· 
ness, and, judging from its occasional natural 
bluffs, it resists weather well The Knox dolo· 
mite has long been used for chimneys, bridge 
abutments, and occasionally for stone houses. It is 
very hard and firm and thoroughly satisfactory 
in wear, but its beds average only from 6 
inches to 2 feet in thickness, and on that account 
it is not adapted for larger work. The formation 
is so widespread that no quarrying center has 
been established, and rock has been secured only 
for local use. The more massive blue limestones 
of the Chickamauga formation are occasionally 
used, and have the same characters as the Knox 
dolomite. Excellent building rock can be found 
in all of the sandstones of Chilhowee Mountain 
and in the massive beds of the Lee conglomerate. 
Little use has been made of them thus far 
because of their inaccessibility and extreme hard· 
ness in working. 

Various formations are in use for road build. 
ing. The Knox dolomite, the marbles, and the 
Tellico sandstone have been used in the pike 
system of Knox: County and have proved satisfac
tory. Their success is largely due to the readi· 
ness with which they are broken and to the lime 
in their composition, which recements the mass 
firmly. The cherts of the Knox dolomite have 
long been used, and form. natural roads on chert 
ridges like Black Oak Ridge. Their fragments 
are angular, pack very firmly, and are almost 
indestructible. The open structure secured by 
them to the road·bed keeps it well drained. '1'he 
rapid wear of iron tires and shoes by the sharp 
edges of the chert is the only objection to its use. 

The Rogersville shale has long found local 
use for road material, and in some regions roads 
are built along its outcrop. It secures good 



drainage for the road, but i. not especially duro 
able. Of late yea.ra the Pigeon slate has been 
built into roads with great success. The material 
is abundant, easily broken, and durable, and 
secures excellent drainage and smoothness. 

Other formations which could be used for roads 
with success are the various Cambrian limestones 
and the sandstones of the Sevier shale. 

Iroo ore.-Iron ores of two kinda occur in 
this region, red hematite and brown hematite. 
In adjacent areas, near Knoxville, brown hematite 
results mm the decomposition and concentration 
of the ferruginous matter in the Tellico sand
stone, and the oreB are of good quality. In this 
area no ores have been developed in this £0l'IlUL
tion. Another class of ores occurs along the fault 
southeast of Chilhowee Mountain. They appear 
at several places in the slate and sandstone wash, 
near the fault, in the form of a lean and siliceous 
brown hematite. They are of considerable body 
but irregular distribution, and are of small value. 
The third class of ore is developed over the Knox 
dolomite at many points, and consists of lumps 
and masses of brown hematite scattered through 
the clay. In the southeastern belt of dolomlte 
numerous small outcrops of ore appear, but none 
have been mined, and the amount of ore is small. 
The quality C?f the ore is good, and it has pro
duced good pon when worked in similar banks 

in other areas. Near Oakd.8le fossiliferous red 
hematite bedded in the Rockwood formation has 
been mined extensively, but the ores, which were 
of excellent quality, appear to have been almost 
entirely worked out. 

hiwuJ 0AUi cement.-Many beds in the Knox 
dolomite and Chickamauga limestone -have been 
burned for lime and excellent results obtained. 
The marbles also would furnish the best of lime, 
but have ,been worked for ornamental stone to 
more profit. Many of the Cambrian limestones 
are also or sufficient purity to furnish lime, but 
are yet untried. 

Certain reddish.brown, argillaceous beds at the 
bottom of the Chickamauga limestone are adapted 
by composition to make hydraulic cement. Rock 
from such beds immediately'northwest of Knox
ville has been burned, giving a good cement. 

Brick clay.-Clays suitable for making bricks 
are very abundant in this region. They are found 
in the several formations, principally Knox dolo· 
mite, Chickamauga limestone, and Athens shale, 
and consist of wash from the residual clays into 
the neighboring hollows. The deposits usually 
are not deep, but are of large area and frequent 
OCCUJTence. Much of the wash from the slate 
formations of the mountains contains clay, in 
places where the hollows do not have steep slopes, 
and this will eventually be of value. Local use 

has long been made of the clays of the valley, and 
bricks have been burned for building near at 
hand. At no place in this area have systematic 
operations been C&lTied on. 

Waterpower.-One of the chief natural resources 
of this region, and one but little used thus far, 
is the water·power. There is no portion of the 
Appalachian province supplied with better or 
more abundant water than the district which 
includes the Smoky Mountains~ a portion of which 
is included in the area here mapped. The streams 
are fed by multitudes of springs, and are clear 
and steady during most of the year. Their grades 
are steep and long, and countless falls and rapids 
give natural sites for the development of power. 
The steepness of grade is such that sudden 
showers often swell the streams to great height 
and volume; but these freshets die away as 
quickly as they come and are not a serious 
obstacle to the utilization of the streams. 

Streams in the valley are less plentiful and 
steady than those of the mountains. The large 
streams have regular grades and can not often be 
used for power. The small streams fall rapidly 
to the deeper channels of the large rivers and fur
nish abundant power. Thousands of falls are 
produced in the smaller creeks by hard beds of 
rock, such 88 the upper sandstone of the Grainger 
shale, the Rome sandstones, the Tellico sandstone, 

and the more siliceous beds of the Knox dolomite. 
Thus far the only use of this vast amount or 
power has been in grist-mills and occasional saw· 
mills; ultimately it will prove of great value. 

1imher.-Many of the formations produce 
timber of great value, and ~BUally there is a dis
tinct association of certain trees with some one 
formation. Every formation is tim ber·covered in 
favorable localities, but only the valuable groups 
need be enumerated. The Knox dolomite is 
invariably marked by a good growth of oaks, 
chestnut, and hickory. In the hollows of the 
Athens shale and Rome sandstone are found 
poplar, chestnut, oak, and pine. The shaly parts 
of the Chickamauga Hmestone are always covered 
by red cedars and a few oaks. Hollows and ·val
leys of the Pigeon and Wilhite slates and Sevier 
shale have a fine growth of poplar, linn, oak, 
buckeye, chestnut, ash, and hemlock. On the 
slopes of these beds grow oaks, chestnuts, and 
occasional pines. The choicest of the timber of 
this region has been cut, but an immense amount 
yet remains; the mountain timbers have only 
been touched in the most accessible places, and 
are for the most part virgin forest. 

January, 1896. 

ARTHUR KEITH, 
Gwlogist. 
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FORMATION NAME. 

Knox dolomite. 

Rowe formation. 

(Rome sandstone) 

Apison shale. 

COLUMNAR 

Magnesian limestone, white, 
gray, light- and dark-blue, 
with nodules of ('hert 

Yellow, red, and brown, ca,l
careous shale, with t h j n 
beds of limestone and shaly 
liweston(! 

Brilliant red, yellow, green, 
and brown. Sllndyand argil· 
laceous shales. 

Low, l'ound hills and rolling 
Yalley~. 

I B'oad, ,h"ty rid"", and 
j high, rounded hills. 

Valley and slopes of Knox 
dolomite ridges. 

S lop e s of Rome sWldstone 
ridges. 

Red. yellow, and bI'OWIl~aI.l(l- Sharp ridges with notches 
stolles and sundy shale. and gaps 

GENERALIZED SECTION SOUTHEAST OF CHILHOWEE MOUNTAIN. 

pg 

wi 

Banded, gray and bluish·gray 
clay-~late and sandy slate, 
wit.h a. few &lll(l~tone beds. 

Chilhow(;)e ~alHhtolle. 

Ocooe group. 

Irregular ridges and knobs, 
with swep slopes. 

SECTIONS 

HOR)[ATION .KAMK 

Bays sandstone. 

Sevier shale 

llolstoll I 
marble. l Athens 

, shale. 
Chickamauga. J 

limestone 

Knox dolomite. 

)l" olichucky shale. 

Nichols shale. 

Cochran conglomerate. 

Sands\lck shale. 

I
, Red sandstone, caJeareous 

sandstone, and sandy lime
I;tone. 

Bluish, calcareous ~hale and 
shalylimestone, wit.h lentils 
of calcareous "and stone. 

Blui~h, calcareous shale and 

TENNESSEE 
l.OUDON SHEET 

I,ow valley~ with uneven sur· 
faeo~ 

limestone Low valleys with uneyen Rur· 

Variegated marble 

Bluish-gray and reddillll, cal· 
careous sandstone and 
sandy shale interhedded. 

Yariegated marble, blue, cal· 
earet)us sbale, and lime
stone, grading eastward 
into blue, calcareous sh>tle, 
carbonaceou~ at the base 

lowes. 

Ridges and lines of high hills. 

I 
Low valleys with slightly 

uncycn ~lll'faces, 

Steep slopel; and narrow val· 
Ie) 8. 

Hi~h, ~harp-('rc~tcd 
tailll>. 

Coarse cOllg'lomeratf'. with High, round-topped 1ll0UlI-
qnartz and feldspar p£'bble8. taill~ and ridges. 

Bluibh-gray, argillaceous Slopes of Cochran tong-lom-
shu Ie erate mountains. 

ARTHUR KRITH, 
Geolo(fist. 




